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Transcription and abbreviations
The phonetic symbols in this thesis are adopted from the 1993 version of the
International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA). Below is a list of other symbols and
abbreviations used. Note the difference in the use of the same symbol between
the phonetic and phonemic transcription.

slight aspiration in the phonetic transcription, devoiced consonant in the
phonemic transcription
[å?]
high(er) level pitch in the phonetic transcription, high register level pitch
in the phonemic transcription
[å#]
low(er) level/slightly rising pitch in the phonetic transcription, low register
in the phonemic transcription
[å]]
high falling pitch in the phonetic transcription, high register falling pitch in
the phonemic transcription
C
consonant
ERG ergative case
F1
first formant, concentration of energy in the spectrogram by which the
height of a vowel sound may be evaluated
G
glide
h.
honorific (lexical item)
V
vowel
WT Written Tibetan
[o&]

Language assistants
KB
RGL
RB
TB

Khichung Bhutia
Rinchen Gyatso Lachungpa
Rabden Bhutia
Topzar Bhutia

Linguistic examples are from my main informant RB unless otherwise indicated
in brackets, e.g. /srGç?l/ [s4r4Gç?l] ‘big wooden mortar’ (TB). I refer to Stephen
Watters, whose articles are often discussed, as Watters and to David Watters,
whose book is rarely discussed, as D. Watters.
Monosyllabic words in Denjongka can be divided into high and low
register (see 2.). Words beginning with the voiced or devoiced (see 4.1.)
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obstruents or /q/ belong always to the low register and those beginning with initial
voiceless (aspirated or unaspirated) plosives or affricates, /g/, /k§/, or /q§/ belong
always to the high register.
In the phonemic transcription, high register level tone is marked by / ?/ and
high register falling tone by / ]/ over the vowel. Because of this register internal
pitch contrast, high register words are always marked for pitch/tone. Low register
is marked by / #/ only in those words where register is not predictable from the
initial consonant. The term tone is used for phonologically distinctive pitch and
the term pitch is a purely phonetic term. If the phonemic transription lacks
pitch/register assignment, it means that I am not yet sure about the register.
Disyllabic words are not marked for register because pitch assignment works in
them differently than in monosyllabic words and they have not been sufficiently
investigated (see 5.5.2.).
When discussing the intricate relationship of /d/ and /D/ in 3.1., the
phonemic transcription is absent because the relationship of the two phonemes is
not yet fully unraveled. Elsewhere, the phonemic transcription for the front
unrounded mid vowels /d/ and /D/ is highly tentative, and further research is likely
to revise the transcription in this respect. As a general rule, when an example
lacks the phonemic transcription, the phonemic analysis of that word is
incomplete. Examples containing only one word are included in the text, but those
consisting of two or more words are presented on a separate line with a number.
Alternative pronunciations are separated with a slash inside the phonetic
transcription, e.g. /rN#m/ [rN(òˆ.rN#m] ‘to plant’.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Background
“It [Denjongka] differs in many particulars from Tibetan but on examination
will be found full of interest, and by no means so barbarous a speech as is
supposed.” (Sandberg 1895:7) (addition in square brackets mine)

This thesis is a preliminary phonological analysis of Denjongka, or Sikkimese, a
Tibeto-Burman language spoken in the Indian state of Sikkim. Previously, the
language has been described by Graham Sandberg (1895). Sandberg, however,
focuses on grammar and his treatment of phonology is very limited. Later,
Grierson (1967 [1909]) devotes a few pages of his huge survey of Indian
languages to Denjongka. His work includes some detailed diachronic
phonological observations, i.e. how Denjongka differs from Written Tibetan
(WT). The same diachronic perspective is seen in Shafer’s (1974) historicalcomparative study of Tibeto-Burman languages, which includes some Denjongka
words. To my knowledge, however, there has been no attempt to write a
comprehensive, synchronic description of Denjongka phonology.
Unlike Denjongka, some of the related languages have been well
documented and are appreciated as fruitful points of comparison in this paper. I
will often refer to analyses of Lhasa Tibetan (e.g. Hari 1979) and Dzongkha of
Bhutan (e.g. van Driem 1992), the latter of which is the closest related language to
Denjongka. Van Driem (personal e-mail 2 Nov 2004), who uses the name
Dränjoke for Denjongka, claims that grammatically “Dränjoke and Dzongkha are
very, very close. Graham Sandberg's 1895 Dränjoke grammar could for all intents
and purposes have been a grammatical sketch of Dzongkha.”
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The differences between the two languages, however, appear to be greater
on the lexical and phonological level. Chamberlain & Chamberlain (1997) carried
out a study on lexical similarity between Denjongka, Dzongkha and Lhasa
Tibetan using a 210-item word list. Basing their analysis on an article by Milliken
& Milliken (1993), they found out that the percentage of lexical similarity
between Denjongka and Lhasa Tibetan was 42%, and between Denjongka and
Dzongkha 65%.
There seems to be a partial intelligibility between Dzongkha and
Denjongka speakers. Hellin Hukka-Dukpa (personal communication 11th July
2004) reports that a Dzongkha-speaking man was able to communicate with
speakers of Denjongka in the 1960s. Partial mutual intelligibility between the
languages is also affirmed by Gordon (ed. 2005).
The current research has inherent value in being the first study to
concentrate exlusively on the phonology of Denjongka. As a synchronic
description, it will also benefit those who are studying the historical developments
of Tibeto-Burman languages, and southern Tibetan languages/dialects in
particular. I will also briefly address the issue of Denjongka dialects, which has
not been addressed by previous research, by presenting a short comparative word
list in Appendix 2.
This paper is organised as follows: After introducing the language
informants (1.2.), I will give some basic ethnographic information about the
language and the people who speak it (1.3.). Section 2 is devoted to discussing the
methodology. The next two sections discuss the segmental phonology of
Denjongka and present the evidence for vowel phonemes (3.) and consonants
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phonemes (4.). Then, I will deal with the suprasegmental phonology and address
such issues as the syllable, nasalisation, length, phonation type, pitch/tone and
stress (5.). Section 6 summarises the thesis.
I deemed it most helpful to discuss relevant literature and theory while
presenting the results rather than in a separate section afterwards. Several strands
of further research on Denjongka are suggested as occasion arises. Now I continue
by presenting the people without whom the research would have been impossible.

1.2. The language informants
The linguistic data for this thesis were gathered in Gangtok, the capital of Sikkim,
between the 22nd of March and 13th of May 2004. During this time, I worked with
four mother-tongue speakers of Denjongka, who spoke four different but mutually
intelligible dialects of the language. The people who speak Denjongka are called
Denjongpas.
Rabden Bhutia (24), the informant from whom I recorded the most data,
was born in Tashiding, a Denjongpa community in Eastern Sikkim (see Map 3 in
Appendix 1). He was a student at the Institute of Tibetology in Gangtok, where he
used the Denjongka language with other students and teachers who came from
Denjongka-speaking communities. On holidays he visited his home village,
Tashiding.
The second language informant, Topzar Bhutia (29), comes from Ralang, a
Denjongpa community in the Southern district (but geographically on roughly the
same latitude as Gangtok and Tashiding). At the time of the research, he had been
out of Ralang for five years, using mainly the Nepali language.
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The third language informant, Rinchen Gyatso Lachungpa (18), was born
and raised in Lachung, Northern Sikkim. At the time of the research, he was a
student at the Institute of Tibetology in Gangtok and visited his home village
during holidays.
The fourth language informant, Khichung Bhutia, 82, lived in a village
near Gangtok. He had spent his whole life in Eastern Sikkim. Khichung Bhutia
speaks Denjongka to his children, who have gained a passive knowledge of the
language but have better active competence in Nepali. From here on, I refer to the
language informants by their initials RB, TB, RGL and KB respectively.
I am grateful to all my language informants for their time, patience and
friendship. A big thanks also goes to KB’s family for hospitality, the principal of
the Institute of Tibetology for letting me “borrow” two of his students in the midst
of a busy schedule, and Lama Karma Tashi at Bhutia Busty Gompa in Darjeeling
for introducing me into written Denjongka.

1.2. The people and their language
The full language family information for Denjongka is recorded in Gordon (ed.
2005) as Sino-Tibetan, Tibeto-Burman, Himalayish, Tibeto-Kanauri, Tibetic,
Tibetan, Southern. In this language family classification Tibetan and Bodish,
together with Dhimal and Tamangic, are subclasses of the Tibetic branch. Shafer
(1974:87) classifies Denjongka as Southern Bodish, a subgroup of Central Bodish,
but for him Bodish is a more general term than for Gordon. Some of the other
languages listed under Gordon’s Southern Tibetan are Dzongka (Bhutan), Sherpa
(Nepal) and Jirel (Nepal).
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The Denjongka-speaking population lives in the Indian state of Sikkim in
the southern slopes of the Himalayas, close to the third highest peak in the world,
Kanchenjunga. Gordon (ed. 2005) lists the Denjongka language under the name
Sikkimese and gives such alternative names for the language as Sikkim Bhotia,
Sikkim Bhutia, Dandzongka, Danjongka, Danyouka, Denjong, Denjonkha,
Denjongpa, Denjonke, Denjonka, Lachengpa, Lachungpa and Sikami.
I have chosen to use the name Denjongka of the language because it is the
most indigenous name for the language and has been established by previous
researchers. The form Denjongka is preferable to Denjonka because the former
makes it clear that the nasal in the name is indeed a velar. According to Sandberg
(1895:12), Denjong is the Tibetan name for Sikkim and literally means “ricedistrict”. So, Denjongka is the language and the Denjongpas the people of the rice
district, i.e. Sikkim.
In Chamberlain & Chamberlain’s (1997) study, the language informants
referred to their language as Denjong, Sikkimese or Bhutia. O’Malley (1907:188,
cited in Chamberlain & Chamberlain 1997:6) explains the background of the term
Bhutia in the following way: “The Bhutias are of Tibetan stock, the name
meaning the people of Bhot, the India name for Tibet (which is a corruption of the
Mongoloid Thubot).” In the villages of Lachen and Lachung in northern Sikkim,
where the majority of inhabitants are Bhutias, the terms Lachenpa and Lachungpa
refer both to the people and the language of northern Sikkim. RGL, my language
informant who came from Lachung, tended to associate the name Denjongka with
the southern speakers of the same language and referred to his own language as
Lachungpa. The Denjongka language is spoken in all parts of Sikkim, but it is
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strongest in the Denjongka-speaking communities (like Tashiding, Ralang,
Lachung, Lachen, northern Sikkim in general). According to TB, even Nepalis in
Ralang use Denjongka. Outside Sikkim, the language is reported (Gordon, ed.
2005) to be spoken in Darjeeling, West Bengal in general and possibly also on
the other side of the Indo-China border. Refer to Appendix 1 for maps of the
language area.
The earliest inhabitants of Sikkim were the Lepchas while the Denjongpas
are said to have begun their migration to the area around the sixteenth century
(Verma 1990:17, Sandberg 1895:12). According to Grierson (1909:119), the
inhabitants of the northern half of Sikkim were said to have come from Tsang in
Tibet. Bhasin (1989:6) asserts generally that the ”Bhutias came from Tibet and
Bhutan” and more specifically (1989:86) that the people of Lachen and Lachung
in the north “claim descent from immigrants from Ha in Bhutan.” Bhadra
(1992:2), on the other hand, claims that according to the tradition the Bhutia kings
of Sikkim originally came from the neighborhood of Lhasa. According to Verma
(1990:17) the Bhutias migrated to Sikkim “through Bhutan.”1
It is difficult to estimate the amount of Denjongka speakers. Not all ethnic
Bhutias or Denjongpas can speak Denjongka. Outside Denjongpa-communities,
many have a passive knowledge of the language but will not transmit the language
to their descendants. Chamberlain & Chamberlain (1997) base their estimate of
the amount of Denjongka-speakers on Census of India 1991 and conclude that
there are approximately 28,600 speakers of the language. I suspect that many

1

There is no agreement on the origin of the name Bhutan. The name most likely comes
from Sanskrit Bhotant ‘the end of Tibet’ or Bhu-uttan ‘highland’. Source: Chai Chia-shan,
http://taipei.tzuchi.org.tw/tzquart/2003su/qs2.htm, consulted May 12th, 2005.
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speakers included in this amount don’t speak the language very well and will not
transmit it to their children.

2. Methodology and terminology
The theoretical background for this paper is best described as American
structuralism (of especially Pike 1947, 1967 [1948]), which suits well with initial
phonological analysis. The main working method was substitution, with the help
of which phonemes, the distinctive sound units of the language, were extracted
from the data. In practice, this was done through finding word pairs with a
difference in meaning and a minimal sound contrast, i.e. minimal pairs. If two
sounds occurred in conditioned variation (there were no minimal pairs and each
sound only occurred in environments were the other one did not) they were in
complementary distribution. If any two or more sounds were, in addition to being
in complementary distribution, also phonetically similar, they were allophones of
the same phoneme. If two sounds appeared in the same phonological environment
without being in opposition, they were in free variation.
The linguistic data for this thesis consist of about 1000 different
Denjongka words elicited in isolation from four speakers: c. 900 words from RB,
c. 750 words from TB, c. 500 words from RGL, and c. 250 words from KB. In the
sessions with the language assistants, I first wrote down the words in my notebook
and then recorded the words, each three times, on a minidisc. Later, I recorded the
minidisc tracks on the computer and analysed them using the Praat-program.
Having three tokens of the same word proved to be helpful for the analysis
because in this way mistakes in pronunciation and sudden background noises
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were not as damaging as with fewer examples. Having three instances of each
word also increased the possibility of recording free variation. Often, however,
words in isolation were pronounced using “list intonation”. Then, the pitch pattern
in the last instance of a disyllabic word often turned into the opposite (high-low)
from what it was in the two first examples (low-high).
In order to see how the same words behaved in context I also recorded
some sentences from each informant: c. 530 sentences from RB, 226 from TB, 57
from RGL, and 100 from KB. Many of these sentences also worked as tone
frames.2 Recording words in context proved beneficial because in some words
there were both segmental and suprasegmental differencies between the isolated
and contextual pronunciations.
A few words need to be said about the suprasegmental features. The
researchers of the Himalayan languages have found it helpful to divide the
languages suprasegmentally into two registers. Some have used the term register
to refer to one binary suprasegmental feature like voice quality, and call the
different registers modal vs. lax, clear vs. breathy, or plain vs. murmured (D.
Watters 2002:37). Hari (1979:61) uses the term differently. She notes that the
suprasegmental contrasts in Lhasa Tibetan are built on two binary features: voice
quality and pitch movement. She then defines register as a “convenient abstract
term for such a correlation of pitch and voice quality.” Thus, for Hari register
involves two features: voice quality and pitch. Similarly, Mazaudon (1977:100)
uses “‘register’ as a phonological term, and ‘phonation type’ as a cover term for
the laryngeal features usually present in the phonetic realisation of the registers

2

See Figures 4 and 5 on page 53 for examples of a simple tone frame.
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(breathiness, creakiness…).” Register, as I use it here, is a phonological term
involving pitch and phonation type/voice quality. High register is phonetically
realised as higher pitch and modal/tense voice. Low register is realised as lower
pitch and modal/breathy voice. The terms voice quality and phonation type are
used interchangeably. Phonation type and pitch and are discussed in more detail in
5.4.

3. Vowels
This section presents evidence for the vowel phonemes, gives interpretations for
vowel clusters and describes vowel assimilation processes. Vowel duration and
voice quality (breathy vs creaky) are discussed later in sections 5.3. and 5.4.
under Suprasegmental phonology.

3.1. Vowel phonemes
The vowel qualities in Tibetan-related languages have been a source of frustration
for many researchers. Watters (2002:16), for instance, comments that the “exact
acoustic quality (i.e. the formant values) of certain sets of vowels is often quite
elusive, and without rigorous acoustic study, one cannot be fully sure of what one
is hearing.” According Hari (1979:28), on the other hand, it is difficult to
determine the underlying vowels of Lhasa Tibetan because of the “extensive and
intricate processes of vowel height approximation in polysyllabic words” and, in
some cases, “rounding assimilation” (see 3.3.). The following analysis of
Denjongka vowels is tentative in nature and ought to be followed by a more
rigorous study.
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The vowel phonemes of Denjongka are shown in Table 1 below. Table 2
gives evidence for the contrasts between the vowels. The phonemic status of /D/ is
unclear, and therefore /D/ is in brackets in Table 1 and does not appear in Table 2.
Phonetically speaking, Denjongka vowels can be described as short or long (and
sometimes half long), but because the phonemic status of phonetically long
vowels is not yet firmly established, the words with long vowels in Table 2 appear
only in phonetic transcription. Vowel length is discussed in depth in section 5.3.

Front
Unrounded
Close
h
Mid
d
Open
(D)
Table 1: Denjongka vowels

Rounded
x
N

Vowel
Short
phoneme
/h/
/ch/ [;c4h] ‘this’
/d/
/Ád/ [;Ád] ’ghost, demon’
/x/
/cx>/ [;c4x>] ‘demon’
/N/
/cN>/ [;c4N>] ‘to sit’
/å/
/cå/ [;c4å] ‘arrow’
/t/
/ÁtK/ [;Átj] ‘thunder, dragon’3
/n/
/cn/ [;c4Å] ‘stone’
Table 2. Evidence for vowel contrasts.

Mid
Unrounded

Back
Rounded
t
n

å

Long
[j*h]/ˆ] ‘circle with a rope’
[jd?ˆ] ‘to deliver’
[jx?ˆ] ‘to drive’
[jN?ˆ] ‘to boil’
[j&å,ˆ>] ‘mountain’
[—ftˆ] ‘to wait’
[jn?ˆ] ’to throw’

The close front unrounded vowel phoneme /h
h/ varies in realisation between
[h]

and [H]. One conditioning factor appears to be register. The low register

favours [H] whereas in the high register the realisations of /h/ are closer to [h].
When /h/, for instance, follows voiced or devoiced plosives (which appear only in
3

/K/ is an archiphoneme which neutralises the four-fold velar plosive opposition word-finally (see
4.2.2.). /P/ is the equivalent archiphoneme for the bilabial plosives.
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the low register) it tends to be realised as [H], whereas after unaspirated and
aspirated plosives (which appear only in the high register) /h/ tends to be realised
as [h].
The phonemes /h/ and /d/ are sometimes difficult to distinguish from each
other. The overlap between the low realisations of /h/ and high realisations of /d/ is
also noted in the related language Humla Bhotia (Nepal) by Wilde (2001:12), who
comments that one of his informants in Humla Bhutia “occasionally confused
between [H] and [d] when repeating words after another native speaker.”
The relationship between the mid vowel /d
d/ and the open /D
D/ is one of the
most problematic areas of Denjongka vowel phonology. Both Dzongkha
(Mazaudon & Michailovsky 1988:118, van Driem 1992:53) and Lhasa Tibetan
(Hari 1979:28) are reported to have a three way opposition between the front
unrounded vowels /h/, /d/ and /D/. According to Mazaudon & Michailovsky
(1988:118), /D/ in Dzongkha originates mainly from the fronting of /å/ before final
dentals. They also claim that there is no opposition between /d/ and /D/ in short,
open monosyllables. This is confirmed by van Driem’s (1992:54) comment that
/D/

is always long.
At the initial stages of my Denjongka analysis, I could not find evidence

for a three-way opposition between the front unrounded vowels. Later, however,
some evidence was found. Consider first Table 4 below.

/h/ [h]
/c˘h/ [;c˘h] ‘to change’
/d/ [H]
/c˘d/ [;c˘H>] ‘to forget’
/cyd>/ [;c4y4H>] ‘leprosy’
/D/ [d]
/c˘Dlot/ [;c˘dlot] ‘wet’
/cyD>/ [;c44y4d>] ‘bullet’
Table 4. Evidence for a three-way opposition between front unrounded vowels.
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In Table 4, the three-way difference in the vowel quality after the alveolopalatal affricate /c˘/ is clearly audible on the recording. An analogous opposition
between [H] and [d] was found following the dental affricate /cy/. It is noteworthy
that the words [;c˘H>] and [;c4y4H>] were written in the Tibetan script with the
vowel /d/.4 Although one needs to be extremely careful in making conclusions
about written forms, the writing appears to suggest that [H] in the words above is
considered an allophone of /d/ rather than /h/. The minimal pair [;c4y4H>]/[;c44y4d>],
on the other hand, provides evidence for the different phonemic status of [H] and
[d]

in these words. Thus, the data in Table 4 is in favour of a three-way phonemic

opposition between the front unrounded vowels.
Another informant, TB, pronounced the word [c˘d˚d] ‘to forget’ with a
more open vowel ([c˘d] is the verb root and [˚d] a verbal suffix). The openness of
the vowel, however, may be the result of vowel height assimilation (cf. 3.3.)
caused by the verbal suffix [˚d]. TB also pronounced the word [;cyhˆ˚d] ‘to
change’ with a long vowel but RB with a short vowel. Another complicating
factor is that the vowel in [;c44y4d>] ‘bullet’, although short when pronounced in
isolation, was long when pronounced in context. Unfortunately, there are no
examples of the words [;c4y4H>] ‘leprosy’and [;c44y4d>] ‘bullet’ from other
informants than RB.
The second piece of evidence for the existence of a three-fold division of
the front unrounded vowel phonemes comes from the words [j*h/]ˆ] ‘circle with a

4

The written form for [;c4y4H>] was derived from RB, the same informant who produced the
spoken words under investigation. The written form for [;c˘H>] ‘to forget’, on the other hand,
was derived from a different Denjongka speaker whose spoken language is not recorded.
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rope’, [jd?2ˆ.jH?ˆ] ‘to deliver’, and [jd]/>.jd]/ˆ]5 ‘a cry’. When the words were
pronounced in isolation, the difference in vowel quality between [jd?2ˆ]/ [jH?ˆ] and
[jd/]>.jd/]ˆ]

was hardly audible for my ear, and the main contrast between the two

words lay in vowel duration, pitch and tenseness. In context, on the other hand,
the opposition in vowel duration disappeared and vowel quality became the
contrastive feature instead. As a consequence, there was a clearly audible vowel
quality difference in the three words.
Thirdly, the words [∆aD,ˆo{]6 ‘frog’ and [—fdˆo{] ‘king’ give evidence for
the existence of /D/ because there [d] and [D] contrast in analogous environment. In
[∆aD,ˆo{],

the F1 value of the vowel is approximately 500 Hz and in [—fdˆo{] 370

Hz.
In conclusion, there may be a marginal opposition between /d/ and /D/ in
Denjongka, but the relationship between the front unrounded vowels needs to be
covered by more research. The second issue worthy of a more detailed study is the
relationship between vowel quality and duration. Thirdly, the front unrounded
vowels will also prove to be a fertile ground for investigation on the differences
between Denjongka dialects. Table 5 below illustrates the differing pronunciations
of the word for ‘sand’ derived from the four informants.

RB
TB
RGL
[od,l]
[oD,ˆl]
[oGh,l.o&hÕl]
Table 5. Dialect differences for the word ‘sand’.

5

Gloss
Sand

recorded in isolation, [jd/]ˆ] when recorded in context
Normally voiced plosives are followed by modal voice (cf. 5.4.), but for some reason [∆aD,ˆo{] is
followed by breathy voice. The difference in voice quality between [—fdˆo{] and [∆aD,ˆo{] can be
seen in the spectrogram.
6

[jd/]>] when

KB
[oid,l]
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x/ is realised as [x] and the mid
The close front rounded vowel phoneme /x
N/ as [N]. In some cases, it was very difficult to
front rounded vowel phoneme /N

decide whether one was hearing [d] or [N] because the vowel was not clearly
rounded or clearly unrounded (e.g. [˚N#•ˆl] ‘cockroach’).
The open central unrounded vowel phoneme /å
å/ is usually realised as [å\,
but when preceded by the palatal glide /i/ or the alveolo-palatal affricates and
sibilants /s˚, c˘, s˚&, ˚, ˘/ it tends to be fronted to [å*/P] as exemplified in 1) below.

1)

/˚å?/ [˚å?*]

‘meat’

/fiåqn/ [—fiPQn>]

‘beard, moustache’

The fronting, however, doesn’t appear after the aspirated alveolo-palatal stop
/s˚G/.

This is probably so because the aspiration intervenes between the affricate

and the vowel. As a consequence, the vowel is not as immediately affected as
when preceded by the unaspirated affricates. In [˚å?*] ‘meat’ one can hear a slight
glide [i] between the initial consonant and the vowel. This is a natural
consequence of the tongue moving from the sibilant position to low mid vowel
position.

In unstressed second syllables in disyllabic words, /å/ tends to be lowered
to [À], e.g. /atˆmå/ [∆atˆmÀ=] ‘middle, in the middle’. When followed by /q/ in the
same environment, /å/ may be further lowered to [™].

2)

/åjåq/ [>åj™ß]

‘chilli’
‘northeast’7

/s˚åN˚åq/ [s˚å(˚™ß¢]
7

Nasalised vowels are interpreted as sequences of a nasal plosive and the vowel. The
archiphoneme /N/ neutralises the difference between /m/ and /M/ (see 4.4. and 5.2.).
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t/ shows some height variation
The close back rounded vowel phoneme /t

and is usually realised as [t] or [t3], but when preceded by the vowel /h/ palatal
glide /i/ it tends to be fronted to [´].

3)

/ah?v/ [∆ah?´]

’snake’
/jGit]/ [bGi´]] ’to wash, to bathe’

The alveolo-palatal affricates and sibilants also tend to front /t/ somewhat fronted.
The mid back rounded vowel phoneme /n
n/ is most often realised as [ç] and
sometimes as a higher variant [n] and rarely as the low allophone [Å]. The exact
relationship between the different variants of /n/ is quite elusive. In disyllabic
words, for instance, vowel height assimilation (see 3.3.) obscures the picture.
Thus far, I have not found any conditioning factors that could systematically
explain the differences in the realisations of /n/. Wilde (2001:13) reports that in
Humla Bhotia (Nepal) [n] and [ç] are in free variation and that [ç] is more frequent
“in syllables with more prominence”, but in Denjongka prominence appears not to
be an important factor in allophone distribution. A few observations, nevertheless,
can be made. First, when followed by the glottal stop, /n/ is regularly realised as
the close-mid allophone [n], cf. /kn?>/ [k4n?>] ‘lightning’ but /kç#/ [k4ç#] ‘year’. Second,
word-initial /n/ is realised as an open variant [Å], as in /n?l/ [>Ål] ‘milk, nipple’.
Thirdly, [Å] is always short, whereas [n] and [ç] may be either long or short.
The high realisations of /t/ and low realisations of /n/ are very close to
each other, e.g. /kn?>/ [k4n?>] ‘lightning’ and /kt?/ [kt?3] ‘song’. In the related
languages, /t/ and /n/ are known to lose their opposition in certain environments.
In Kagate (Hoehlig & Hari 1976:37), for instance, the contrast between /t/ and /n/
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in closed syllables is neutralised before the velar nasal /M/. Hari (1979:36), on the
other hand, reports that although there appears to be a contrast in Lhasa Tibetan
between /t/ and /n/ in the second syllable of disyllabic words, this opposition is
not “immediately evident”. Sandberg (1895:20) may be referring to this overlap of
/t/

and /n/ in Denjongka in observing that in “two-letter syllables ending in o, as

bo, mo, the o is heard rather as an abrupt u (oo) yet still an o sound.” Further
research is needed to find out the exact relationship between the back rounded
vowels.

3.2. Vowel clusters
The following vowel clusters were found in the data: [ht], [åt], [nt], [åh].
Examples are given in 4) below.

4)

[∆ah´] ’snake’
[kå?t] ‘lungs’
[s4Gç?t] ‘dirt, dust’
[s4Gd?t] ’dirt, dust’ (TB)
8
[>å?h] ’older sister’ (RGL)

The final member in these clusters is interpreted as the approximant /v/ or /i/,
which appear independently elsewhere. This analysis is more economic than the
alternative, which complicates Denjongka phonology by introducing diphthongs.
The phonemic interpretations of the vowel clusters are given in 5).

8

In the data from RB, [å?h.å?i] occurred only before the alveolo-palatal fricative [˚] and affricate
The glide could have been interpreted as an assimilation of the vowel quality to the following
consonant. Examples from the other informants, however, prove that the cluster [å?i.å?h] occurs at
least in some dialects of Denjongka, e.g. [fåaåi] ‘testimony’ (TB). Sandberg (1895:19) observes
that the Denjongka /å/ may be “followed rapidly by a very short i (ee).” There was also one
example of the cluster [ti,.th] ([jtis˚å>] ‘you pl.’). The phonemic status of the glide in this word,
however, is highly unlikely because the glide was very short, it occurred only once in the whole
data from all informants and it may have been caused by the following consonant.
[s˚].
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5)

[∆ah´]
[kå?t]
[s4Gç?t]
[s4Gd?t]
[>å?h]

>
>
>
>
>

/ahv/
/kå?v/
/sGç?v/
/sGd?v/ (TB)
/å?i/ (RGL)

In KB’s pronunciation of the word for ‘snake’, the latter vowel was long,
[ahtˆ]

(KB). In this case, the vowels are interpreted to occur in different syllables,

[ahtˆ] > /ah.tˆ/

(KB). The different syllabic status is reflected in the pitch, which

is level in [∆ah´] but rising (similarly to many disyllabic words) in [ahtˆ].
In [jç,to{] ‘convex’, the vowel cluster is followed by a final consonant. In
this case, the vowels are considered to belong to different syllables, [jç,to{] >
/j&n.tP/.

This interpretation is again confirmed by pitch, which is basically level

in all syllable-internal vowel clusters above but rising in /j&ç.to/.

3.3. Roundedness, frontness and height assimilation
In Denjongka, a vowel may influence the quality of another vowel in an adjacent
syllable. Firstly, an unrounded vowel in the preceding syllable may decrease or
undo the rounding of the next vowel. For instance, when the word [s4GNm˚d>] ‘to
go out, take out’9 was pronounced in isolation, the rounding in [N] was clear.
However, when preceded by an unrounded vowel in 6 a) below, the rounding in
[N]

was reduced to [N••]. In /sNm/ [s4Nm] ‘to take out’ in 6 b), on the other hand, the

vowel is realised as an unrounded variant [d].
6 a)

[lhˆc4hˆ ≈s4
s4GN•Mftˆ m4çˆ˘xMfdˆ]

man this go.out
wants
‘The man wants to go out.”
9

[sGNm]

elicited.

is the verb root and [˚d>] is the suffix usually attached to the verb when an isolated form is
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b)

[lhˆc4hˆ ≈bGh sdMftˆ
mçˆ˘xMfdˆ]
sdM

man this dog take.out wants
‘The man wants to take the dog out.’

In 6a), the sentence stress falls on [sGN•Mftˆ] and the rounding on [N] is partly
saved. In 6 b), in contrast, the sentence stress falls on the preceding prominent
word /jGh?/ [bGh?] ’dog’ and [h] causes a total loss of rounding in the next vowel.
In addition to roundedness assimilation, there is some evidence for
frontness assimilation. When pronounced in isolation, the verb root /˚t]/ [˚t]] ‘peal’
has a back vowel, but when the verbal suffix [˚d] is added to the root form, the
vowel in the verb root is fronted, [˚x˚d>]. As seen from [˚t] ‘to peal’ and [jt˚t]
‘apple’, the fronting of [t] in [˚x˚d>] is not caused by the preceding or the
following alveolo-palatal sibilant. The fronting is likely caused by the following
front vowel or the combined effect of the adjacent alveolo-palatal sibilants and the
following front vowel.
Thirdly, there are also examples of vowel height assimilation in
Denjongka. The vowel in the word [sGt3] ‘to take, pick’, for instance, is lowered
by the preceding lower vowel in 7) below.

7)

[≈jGtˆ l!ﬂC≈ˆçˆ sçjn
mçˆ˘xMfdˆ]
sç

10

he flower pick.up wants
’He wants to pick up a/the flower.’

In 7), The vowel height assimilation occurs across word boundary. The vowel
height assimilation in Lhasa Tibetan (Hari 1979:169), on the other hand, is
reported to occur inside disyllabic words. According to Hari, the general principle
10

Here [sGt3] is pronounced without aspiration. The hypothesised reason for this is that the
sentence stress falls on the previous syllable.
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of vowel height assimilation in Lhasa Tibetan is that the vowel height values of
the two vowels in a disyllabic word must be “within a reasonable proximity.” Hari
adds that reasonable proximity is impossible to define in absolute terms because it
is dependent on the vowels involved and the style of speech. The slower and more
explicit the speech, the less impact height assimilation has on vowels.
Furthermore, it is the higher vowel that causes the approximation (or raising) in
the lower vowel. For instance, /å/ followed by /h/ in the next syllable of a
disyllabic word is realised as [™]. If the vowels in the disyllabic word are already
reasonably close in height, no noticeable assimilation takes place. According to
Chang (1992:159), the assimilation in noun compounds works occasionally in the
opposite direction: the higher vowel may be lowered.
These observations by Hari and Chang need to be remembered when
continuing research on vowel assimilation processes in Denjongka. Because
words pronounced in isolation are ordinarily examples of careful speech, they are
not the best starting point for investigating vowel height assimilation. Further
research on vowel height assimilation in Denjongka will need to be based on
longer stretches of naturally occurring speech.

4. Consonants
The consonant phonemes of Denjongka are presented in Table 6 on the next page.
One should note that the symbols in Table 6 are abstractions and so don’t
represent the exact phonetic realisations of the phonemes. The phonetic
descriptions of the consonant phonemes follow below.
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Bilabial
Voiceless unaspirated
Plosive

Voiceless aspirated
Voiced
Devoiced

o
oG
a
o&

Voiceless unaspirated
Affricate

Voiceless aspirated
Voiced

AlveoloDental/
Retroflex palatal/
Velar
Alveolar
Palatal

s
sG
c
s&
sr
srG
cy

¸
¸G
Á
¸&
s˚
s˚G
c˘
s˚&
˚
˘

Devoiced
Fricative
Nasal

Voiceless
Voiced
Voiced

l

Voiceless
Liquid

Voiced
Voiceless

r
y
m
m7
k
k§

j
jG
f
j&

Glottal

>

g
M
M7

q
q§

(v)
Table 6. Consonant phonemes in Denjongka
Central approximant

i

v

The consonant phonemes in Table 6 were found to contrast in word-initial
position.11 Some oppositions, however, are neutralised word-medially and wordfinally. These neutralisations will be discussed below. But before giving evidence
for the contrastive consonants, I will discuss the greatest problem related to the
consonant sounds, the so-called devoiced consonants.

4.1. The “devoiced” consonants
A major problem in interpretation was how to treat the so-called devoiced series
of consonants, /o&, s&, ¸&, j&, sB&/, phonemically. The devoiced consonants refer
to the series of Classical Tibetan consonants which were originally voiced but
have become voiceless as a later development (e.g. van Driem 1992:65).
11

The glottal stop is an exception. It is considered phonemic only wordfinally, see 4.2.2..
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Phonetically, the devoiced stops and affricates are very close to the voiceless stops
and affricates. Often, however, the devoiced consonants are followed by a slight
aspiration which differs in duration from both the unaspirated and aspirated
consonants. However, the most reliable cues for separating the devoiced stops and
affricates from their voiceless counterparts are the phonation type and pitch of the
following vowel. The vowels following the devoiced series are breathy and
(naturally) low in pitch whereas the vowels following the voiceless series are
modal/tense and pronounced with a higher pitch. Although an important aural cue,
breathiness is more difficult to hear on short closed syllables than on open
syllables.
The main question concerning the devoiced consonants was whether to
treat them segmentally as a series of distinct consonants or whether to describe the
phenomena related to them (slight occasional aspiration, breathiness, low pitch)
suprasegmentally and thus diminish the phoneme inventory. Both types of
analysis have been documented in the related languages. Van Driem (1992) and
Watters (2002), for instance, treat the devoiced stops in Dzongkha as distinct
consonant phonemes.
An alternative to analysing the devoiced series as distinct phonemes is to
merge the devoiced consonants together with their voiceless counterpart under the
same phoneme and describe the occasional slight aspiration in the consonant and
the following low pitch and breathy voice on the vowel as qualities of the the
vowel or the syllable.12 The benefit of this analysis is that it decreases the number
of phonemes significantly. The drawback, on the other other hand, is that the low
12

Hari (1979) does so in her study of Lhasa Tibetan. She (1979:viii), however, does not describe
the devoiced consonants as slightly aspirated but as “either very weakly voiced or voiceless with
lenis articulation.”
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pitch and breathy voice on the following vowel become unpredictable and the
historically distinct identity between the voiceless and devoiced consonants is
lost.
Watters (2002:264), however, maintains that the phonetic phenomena
related to the devoiced consonants (slight aspiration, breathiness, low pitch) are
caused by the consonant itself. He claims that, in contrast to what some have said,
the devoiced series in Dzongkha is not a sequence of consonant [+stiff] followed
by a breathy vowel [-stiff]. Instead, the devoiced consonants have an additional
feature [spread]. Then, he describes the devoiced consonants as [-stiff, +spread]
and claims that the slight aspiration and breathiness on the vowel are the natural
consequences of this type of consonant. This paper follows Watters’s and van
Driem’s analyses in treating the devoiced consonants as distinct phonemes. As a
consequence, pitch assignment and voice quality become more predictable and the
historical distinction between the devoiced and voiceless consonants is retained on
the segmental level.
Although both van Driem and Watters include the devoiced consonants in
their phonemic inventories of Dzongkha, their analyses concerning the sibilants
appear to differ. Whereas van Driem (1992:52) posits separate devoiced
phonemes among the sibilants, devoiced sibilants are absent in Watters’s
(2002:12) common phoneme chart for five Tibetan languages13 (including
Dzongkha).14 The difference between the interpretations is likely caused by
different purposes of the linguists. Van Driem, who is writing a grammar of

13

Dzongkha, Lhomi, Sherpa, Dolpo Tibetan and Mugom Tibetan
The observation about the lack of devoiced sibilants in the phoneme chart seems to be
contradicted by Watters’ (2002:3) claim that each studied language had a four-way voicing
contrast among the obstruents (and sibilants are obstruents).

14
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Dzongkha, wants to have separate devoiced sibilants because the Tibetan script,
which is used for writing Dzongkha, has separate characters for the devoiced and
voiceless sibilants. Watters, on the other hand, does not find any phonetic
difference between the voiceless /r/ and /˚/ and their so-called devoiced
counterparts and so posits only one voiceless sibilant phoneme for dentals and
alveolo-palatals. This paper follows Watters’s analysis in recognising devoiced
consonants only among the plosives and affricates.

4.2. Plosives
4.2.1. Word-initial plosives
Watters (2002:3) claims that in all the five southern Tibetan languages he studied
(Dzongkha, Lhomi, Sherpa, Dolpo Tibetan and Mugom Tibetan) there is a fourway contrast of voicing/aspiration in plosives and affricates: 1) voiceless
unaspirated, 2) voiceless sometimes slightly aspirated and usually followed by
breathy voice (devoiced), 3) voiceless heavily aspirated, and 4) voiced (voiceless
preceded by voicing). The Denjongka initial plosives and affricates fall in these
four categories.
Table 7 on the next page presents minimal/analogous sets, which give
evidence for the four-fold contrast between the plosives in the four places of
articulation.
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Minimal/analogous set for bilabial
plosives:

Minimal/analogous set for dental
plosives:

/oå?q/ [oå?q] ‘camera’
/oGå?l/ [oGå?l] ‘parents’
/aåq/ [∆aå,q] ‘pineapple’
/o&å/ [oå,] ‘cow’

/sn?/ [s4Å?] ’food’
/sGn?/ [s4Gç?2ˆ] ’hammer’
/cn/ [;c4Å] ’stone’
/s&n>/ [s4&ç,=>] ’load’

Minimal/analogous set for retroflex
plosives:

Minimal/analogous set for velar
plosives:

/¸åj¸å/ [¸åj{¸å/>] ‘hard’
/¸Gn?l/ [¸Gç?l] ‘market’
/ÁtK/ [;ÁtjG] ‘dragon, thunder’
/¸&nl/ [¸n,ˆl] ‘friend (female)’

/jd?ˆ/ [jd?ˆ] ‘to deliver’15
/jGd?ˆ/ [jGd?ˆ] ‘payment, tax’
/fdˆ/ [—fdˆ] ‘to cross, to win’
/j&dˆ/ [j&d,ˆ] ‘to divorce’

Table 7. Contrastive sets for the plosive phonemes in the four places of
articulation

As seen in Table 7, the word-initial voiced plosives /a, c, Á, f/ are
prenasalised when pronounced in isolation. In sentential context, however, they
usually occur without prenasalisation. Neither are word-medial voiced plosives
prenasalised. Figure 1 below, extracted from Praat, gives the wave form of the
prenasalised word /ft/ [—ft3] ‘nine’.

0.2705

0

-0.1706
8.67917

9.33027
Time (s)

Figure 1. Wave form of the prenasalised word /ft/ [—ft3] ‘nine’.

15

The phonemic transcription for the long vowels is tentative. Section 5.3. provides evidence for
the opposition between /d/ and /dˆ/.
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In Figure 1, the amplitude of the sound wave decreases to nearly zero
between the prenasalisation and the release of the plosive. This indicates
decreased voicing. A more accurate phonetic transcription for [—ft3] would
actually be [—f7t3], the circle under the bilabial plosive referring to the decresed
voicing. There was also variation between different words, some voiced plosives
being more clearly voiced throughout the pronunciation than others. Moreover,
there were individual differences in pronouncing the voiced consonants. KB’s
voiced plosives, for instance, were more clearly voiced throughout their
pronunciation than RB’s.16
The retroflex plosives, as testified by WT, derive historically from a
complex onset where a plosive was followed by /q/. Especially after the devoiced
retroflex, one can still hear some friction after the release of the plosive (cf. van
Driem 1992:81 for Dzongkha).
The velar plosives tend to be fronted to when followed by /i/ or /i/, e.g.
/fitK/ [—Ïtj{]

‘to run’ and /jGh?/ [bGh?] ’dog’. The fronting of the velars is also

noted by Sandberg (1895:10), who found that in order to pronounce the word
“gyuk-she”17 rightly, it was advisable to try to pronounce the word as “dyukshe”.
The differing voice onset times (VOT) of the aspirated, slightly aspirated
and voiceless unaspirated velar stops are demonstrated in Figure 2 below which is
extracted from Praat.

16

Watters (2002:4) describes the corresponding consonants in Sherpa as voiceless preceded by
voicing, e.g. /cå/ [cså]. He also notes that some speakers pronounce this series as fully voiced.
17
‘to run’
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C duration 0,6 s

C duration 0,8 s

C duration 0,2 s

0.5

0.5

0.5

0

0

0

-0.5

-0.5
0

0.5
Time (s)

[jGå?o{]

-0.5
0

0.5
Time (s)

[j&å,ß]

0

0.5
Time (s)

[jå]/>]

Figure 2: Duration of the aspirated, slightly aspirated (devoiced) and the
unaspirated velar plosives in [jGåo{] ‘needle’, [j&å,ß] ‘what?’ and
[jå] ‘who?’

In Figure 2, the boundary between the velar consonants and the following
vowel can be seen as sudden growth in the sound wave. The dotted lines in each
diagram mark the beginning and the end point of the initial consonant. The VOT
in the fully aspirated stop in /jGå?P/ [jGå?o{] ‘needle’ is about 0,08 seconds,
whereas the slightly aspirated stop (devoiced stop) in /j&åq/ [j&å,ß] ‘what?’ lasts
0,06 seconds, being about 0,02 seconds shorter than the fully aspirated stop. The
VOT for the voiceless unaspirated stop in /jå]>/ [jå]/>] ‘who?’ is about 0,02
seconds. The same phenomenon also occurs with /jGh?/ [bGh?] ’dog’, /j&h/ [b&H,]
‘knife’ and [j*!/‹ˆ] ‘to circle with a rope’, where the aspirated stop lasts 0,11 s, the
devoiced stop 0,06 s and the voiceless stop 0,02 s.
Watters (2002:4-6) shows the same aspiration variation between the three
types of stops in Sherpa. He also observes that the articulation of the slight
aspiration in the devoiced series is inconsistent18, and when the aspiration is

18

According to Sprigg (1990:43), aspiration in the high register in Tamang is “invariant”, i.e.
pronounced consistently by all speakers. Aspiration in the low register, however, is called
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lacking, the devoiced plosive is impossible to distinguish from its voiceless
counterpart in terms of VOT. It is not obvious whether Watters means that the
articulation of the slight aspiration is only inconsistent between different words or
whether the different pronunciations of the same word are also pronounced
inconsistently. Whichever the case, the latter is true for Denjongka. The VOT in
the devoiced stops varies a lot even between the different pronunciations of the
same word. The VOTs in the three pronunciations of the word /j&tm/ [j&t3m]
’roof’, for instance, were 0,03 s, 0,05 s and 0,08 s. One should, however, keep in
mind that saying the same word three times in a row was not a natural setting.

4.2.2. Word-medial and word-final plosives
Word-medial plosives are challenging for phonemic analysis. A reliable analysis
necessitates a good knowledge of Denjongka morphology. Because this
knowledge is not available to me at present, the suggestions below should rather
be taken as hypotheses based on my impression on the data than as the final word
on the matter.
No minimal pairs were found in the data to prove any phonemic voicing or
aspiration oppositions among word-medial plosives. Voiced and voiceless
plosives, however, contrast in analogous environment as exemplified in 8-9).

8)

/måjn/ [måjn]

‘black’
‘nose’

/m7åft>/ [m7åft>]

9)

/Bålat/ [˚ålat3]
/cdlon/ [c4Dloç]

‘hat’
’cheek’

“variant” because some speakers pronounce it and some not. At this stage, I cannot say whether
the “inconsistency” mentioned by Watters refers to the same phenomenon as “variance” in Sprigg.
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At the same time, the voicing of word-medial plosives varies considerably. In
/c˘åMjtˆ/ Z;c˘åMjtˆ.;c˘åMftˆ]

‘green’, for instance, both the voiced and

voiceless variant were recorded to occur. It is yet unclear whether word-medial
voicing is phonemically contrastive.
Intervocalically, the voiced plosives /a/, /c/ and /f/ may be realised as
voiced fricatives [A], [C], and [¡] respectively. At present, I do not know whether
the example words in 10) below are mono- or bimorphemic.

10)

/o&nNat/ [oç,(ˆAt3]

‘donkey’
‘kidney’
/s˚Ghfdˆ/ [s˚Gh¡dˆ] ‘foreign’
/jGdch/ [jGdc4h.jGdCh]

The relationship between word-medial voiced and voiceless plosives needs
more investigation. The questions that will need to be answered are: How are
voiced and voiceless plosives distributed word-medially and are there
conditioning factors for this distribution or are the phones in free variation on a
flexible cline of word-medial voicing? Are the the realisation rules (or tendencies)
for word-medial plosives different morpheme-medially and morpheme initially?
Does register have a significant role to play (e.g. favouring the voiced variant in
the low register)?
Most aspirated plosives occur word-initially, but in some words, such as
/stjoGxl/ [s4tj{oGxl]

‘thick (of books)’, the aspiration occurs word-medially.

Analogically to Lhasa Tibetan, word-medial aspirated plosives are hypothesised
to occur only at morpheme boundary.19

19

Hari (1979:27) asserts that the aspirated stops in Lhasa Tibetan “occur only morpheme initially
and therefore medial aspiration is evidence for compounding. Chang (1992:159), on the other
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Word-medial (and morpheme initial) aspirated plosives, especially in the
low register, tend to be weakly aspirated, and the plosive closure also becomes
weak. Consequently, the word-medial aspirated plosives /oG/, /sG/ and /jG/ at
morheme boundary are sometimes realised as fricatices [µ.e], [S] and [w], as seen
in 7).

11)

/s&åˆoGåˆ/ [s4å,ˆµåˆ.s4å,ˆeåˆ]

‘to flutter (of a prayer-flag)’20

‘cave’
/sGåˆsGå>/ [sGåˆSå>] ‘back of the neck’ (KB)
/rå#jGåN/ [rå,jGå(ˆ.rå,wåˆ] ‘restaurant’
21
/ctjGtN/ [c4tjGt(ˆ.c4twt(ˆ] ’tree’ (RGL)
/ÁtoGt>/ [;Átet>]

Curiously, all word-medial sequences of a bilabial plosive and /i/ were realised as
aspirated [oGi], e.g. /srGåoGit/ [s4r4GåoGi´] ‘grandson’.
Word-finally, the four-way plosive opposition is neutralised. Word-final
bilabial plosive is realised as a voiceless unreleased stop [o{]. The velar plosive is
realised as an voiceless unreleased velar stop [j{] or as a glottal stop [>].22
Phonemically, the bilabial and velar finals may be represented by the
archiphonemes /P/ and /K/, in which the four-way plosive contrast is neutralised.
The velar /K/, labial /P/ and the glottal stop />/23 are the only plosive phonemes
which occur word-finally.
According to Richter (1964:33-36, as cited in Mazaudon 1977:64), the
word-final /f/ of WT may be unpronounced or be realised as a velar or a glottal

hand, claims that in Lhasa Tibetan “Compounds show high tone or absence of aspiration in a
second syllable, where an isolated form has low tone.”
20
Vowel length in the phonemic transcription is still a controversial issue, see 5.3.
21
The word for ‘tree’ given by RGL was completely different from /˚hM/ (TB, KB) or /˚hMcnN/
(RB) recorded from the other informants.
22
However, in /ÁtK/ [;ÁtjG] ‘dragon, thunder’, was clearly released.
23
In addition to being an allophone of /j/, the glottal stop />/ also occurs independently.
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stop in modern Lhasa Tibetan. He notes that the velar, when pronounced, doesn’t
affect the pitch contour. The unpronounced and glottal realisations of /f/, on the
other hand, cause a fall in pitch. This seems to be also true for Denjongka, as
exemplified by /s˚h?K/ [s˚h?j{.s˚h]ˆ>] ‘one’, which also illustrates the fact that
sometimes the pronunciation with the glottal has a longer vowel.
The word-initial glottal stop in Denjongka is phonetic, and it indicates that
the word-initial vowel belongs to the high register (see example 15 on page 37).
The word-final glottal stops, however, are more problematic. In Denjongka
writing, they corresponded most of the time to 24. There are, however, also many
examples of the final glottal corresponding to 25 in writing. Thirdly, there are
cases where the glottal stop is not represented by any character in writing.
Because the goal of this paper is a synchronic rather than a diachronic description,
the glottal stops are preserved as such in the phonemic transcription unless there is
an alternative synchronic pronunciation with a velar or dental plosive, in which
case the non-glottal variant is preserved in the phonemic transcription (e.g. /s˚h?K/
[s˚h?j{.s˚h]ˆ>]

‘one’).

Most of the time, the words which have a short vowel and a final glottal
stop when pronounced in isolation have a long vowel when pronounced in a
context. It remains to be established whether the glottal stop affects the word in
any other way than to lengthen the vowel. The pitch pattern of a word is not
predictable on the basis of the final glottal stop (when pronounced in isolation)
24

Traditionally, this character is written with ‘g’ in the Latin alphabet. In the written words in my
data, the character corresponds either to the voiced /f/ or the devoiced /j&/. The writing system in
Denjongka is not phonemically consistent.
25
Traditionally ’d’ in the Latin alphabet. In Denjongka, it corresponds to either /c/ or /s&/.
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nor does the occurrence of the glottal stop seem to correpond with only one of the
registers (high vs low). The intricacies of the glottal stop need more investigation.

4.3. Affricates and fricatives
The Denjongka affricate and fricative phonemes are the alveolo-palatal affricates
/s˚, s˚G, c˘, s˚&/,
srG, cy/,

alveolo-palatal fricatives /˚, ˘/, dental/alveolar affricates /sr,

dental/alveolar fricatives /r+y/, and the glottal fricative /g/. The

minimal/analogous series are presented in 12-13):

12)

/s˚å]K/ [s˚å]>.s˚å]j{]

13)

/rå]/ [rå]]

‘to break’
/s˚Gå]>/ [s˚Gå]>] ’hand (honour.)’
/s˚&å/ [s˚å,] ‘tea’
26
/c˘åˆl/ [;c˘åˆl] ‘squirrel’
/srå]/ [s4r4å]] ‘pasture, football ground’
/srGå?/ [s4r4Gå?] ‘salt’
/cyn/ [;c4y4ç] ‘cross between a yak and a cow’
‘mud’
/yn/ [yçG] ’to make
/˚å]/ [˚å]] ‘meat’
/˘å/ [˘å] ’rainbow’

In the data, there are no examples of /sr&/, the devoiced variant for the
dental affricate series. This gap calls for another careful look at the data. The
dental/alveolar series sibilants are considered alveolar because of the assumption
that it is physiologically easier to pronounce them non-dental. In the dental
affricates, on the other hand, the sibilant assimilates to the place of articulation of
the preceding plosive.
The contrastive status of /y/ and /cy/ is further attested in 14):
26

Length is a complex matter and the phonemic transcription for length in this word is highly
tentative.
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14)

/yn˚d>/ [yç˚d>]

‘to make, repair’
‘to finish’

/cynˆ˚d>/ [c4y4nˆ˚d>]

An aural cue for distinguishing the aspirated alveolo-palatal affricate /s˚G/
from the unaspirated /s˚/ is the fact that the non-aspirated stop imposes a slight
glide [i] on the following vowel. This glide is not present in the aspirated palatal
affricate.
Similarly to the plosives (cf. 4.1.1.), there is often a difference in the VOT
between the voiceless and devoiced affricates. In the tense voiceless affricate in
/s˚å]K/ [s˚å]>.s˚å]j{]

‘to break’, for instance, the VOT in the first pronunciation of

the word in isolation was about 0,04 s and in the devoiced affricate in /s˚&å/ [s˚å,]
‘tea’ about 0,09 s. The VOT in the aspirated affricate in /s˚Gå]>/ [s˚Gå]>] ’hand
(honor.)’ was roughly the same as in the devoiced variant, but the sounds were
notably different in that the devoiced sound imposed a glide (which can be seen as
a rise in the first formant) on the following vowel whereas the aspirated affricate
did not.
The voiceless glottal fricative /g/, which occurs only in the high register
(similarly to Dzongkha, see van Driem 1992:95), is word-initially contrastive with
the phonetic glottal stop, which precedes word-initial high-register vowels. In the
low register, the glottal fricative is very short and weak as if to just prevent glottal
closure in the beginning of the word. Because the glottal stop doesn’t appear
word-initially in the low register, the opposition is neutralised and /g/ is noncontrastive there. The opposition of /g/ with the phonetic glottal stop in the high
register and the behaviour of the phonetic [g] of low register are illustrated in 15)
below:
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15)

/gå?o/ [gå?o{]

‘to bark’

/d?o/ or /N?o/ [>d?3o{.>N?3o{]
/å#ˆl/ [gå,ˆl]

‘to push (e.g. with one’s body)’

’fox’

Fricatives do not occur word-finally. Van Driem (1992:98), however,
claims that in Dzongkha the alveolo-palatal sibilant /˚/ may occur word-finally in
a certain imperative form of the verb. No such forms are recorded in the
Denjongka data at present, but this is clearly an issue for further research.

4.4. Nasals
The nasal stops in Denjongka are the voiced nasals /l+m+M/ and the voiceless
nasals /m7+M7/, of which /m/ and /m7/ are phonetically dentals. Tibetan writing, on the
other hand, has single characters for the four nasals /l+m+ı+M/. Sandberg
(1895:17-18) also lists these four phonemes as the nasal stops of Denjongka,
including the palatal nasal in the phonemic inventory.
This analysis, however, is not a necessary one. According to the alternative
analysis adopted here, Denjongka has only three phonemic nasals /l/, /m/ and /M/,
and the palatal [ı] is the realisation of the archiphoneme, which is formed as a
result of neutralisation of the contrast between /m/ and /M/. The opposition between
/m/

and /M/ disappears before the close front vowels /h/ and /x/ and the glide /i/.

Then, the archiphoneme /N/, realised as [ı], appears in the nasal position. In the
data, there are no instances of a dental or velar nasal preceding a close front
vowel. Moreover, [ı] doesn’t appear word-finally, unlike the other nasals. The
palatal nasal [ı], however, also appears preceding other vowels than /h/ and /x/.
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Then [ı] is interpreted as a sequence of the nasal archiphoneme and /i/. This
interpretation is not far-fetched as [ı] is pronounced with a strong glide. The
following examples in 16) show how to analyse the nasals followed by /å/.

16)

‘wound’
/må#/ [m4å#] ‘here’
/Må#. [Må#] ’I’
/Niå#/ [ıiå#.ıå#] ‘fish’
/lå?/ [lå?]

In his study of the Limi dialect of Humla Bhotia, Wilde (2001:18)
considers the possibility of this analysis, but refrains from it because the palatal
glide in Limi CC-clusters occurs only after velar consonants. He also asks why /i/
doesn’t appear after bilabial, dental, post-alveolar and retroflex consonants in
Limi. In Denjongka, the situation is different. As shown in (17), the glide /i/ may
also appear after bilabials in CC-clusters, and so this interpretation of [ı] doesn’t
introduce any new syllable patterns.

17)

’to finish (a meeting)’
/o&iå/ [o&iå,] ‘chicken’
/linM˚d>/ [liçM˚d>]

In summary, the reasons for not interpreting [ı] as a phoneme are the
following: This analysis saves one phoneme and doesn’t introduce any new
syllable patterns. It also describes the distribution of nasals more consistently,
because the palatal nasal, unlike other nasals, doesn’t appear word-finally. In this
interpretation, furthermore, the nasal series is more analogous with the stop series,
which doesn’t include a phonemic palatal stop. Analogously with the nasals, a
velar stop followed by /i/ is realised as a palatal stop as in /jit˚d>/ [bi´=˚d>] ‘to
vomit’.
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In addition to having three voiced nasals, Denjongka also has two
voiceless nasals /m7/ and /M7/. The voiceless palatal nasal [ı7] is considered a
sequence of the nasal archiphoneme /N7/ and the glide /i/. Watters (2002:15) calls
the corresponding dental nasal in Dzongkha an “aspirated nasal”. These phonemes
in Denjongka consist phonetically of a short period of voiceless nasal followed by
voiced nasal.
Nasalisation on vowels derives historically from final nasals that are
retained in writing but lost in speech. Sometimes, as in /rN#m/ [rN(òˆ.rN#m] ‘to plant’,
the old nasal may surface in speech. I suspect that the variant with the nasal stop
may be an example of what Sprigg (1991) calls “spelling style pronunciation”, a
style available for literate speakers of Tibetan dialects. The drop of the nasal
lengthens and nasalises the preceding vowel.

4.5. Liquids
Denjongka has four liquid phonemes: voiced /k/ and /q/, which appear either in the
high or low register, and voiceless /k7/ and /q§/, which occur only in the high
register. The following four examples in (18) provide evidence for the opposition
between voiceless and voiced liquids.

18)

/k7n?N/ [k7ç(èˆ]

‘money gathering’
/kn?N/ [k4ç(èˆ] ‘to search’
/q§å?l/ [ß§å?l] ‘to destroy’
/qå/ [ßå.Qå] ’goat’

Word-initially, the rhotic /q/ tends to be realised as [ß¢], a close alveolar
approximant that often causes some friction. Word-medially, /q/ is a flap [Q] and
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word-finally a trill [q] or a flap [Q]. The voiceless variant /q7/ is realised as [ß§],
where the voiced approximation is preceded by voiceless friction. A curious detail
about /q7/ is that when preceded by the final /l/ of the previous word in a sentence,
the voiceless friction was replaced by the aspirated /oG/, e.g. /nl q§n/ > [çloGßç].27
The lateral /k/, too, appears in all three positions in the word, but only two
examples of word-final /k/ were countered. Both occurred after the close back
vowel /t/ and had alternative pronunciations with long [xˆ] instead of [tk]. The
laterals are usually realised as apico-dental [k4] but word finally as laminal [k5]. The
two words with the word-final /k/ are presented in 19).

19)

or /ıx(/ [ıx(ˆ] ‘money, silver’28
/mdˆsrtk/[mdˆs4r4tk5] or /mdˆsrx/ [m4dˆs4r4xˆ] ’message’
/Mt?k/ [Mt?k5]

According to van Driem (1992:96), final liquids in Dzongkha “are limited
to literary pronunciations.” Considering the rareness of the word-final /k/ and the
existence of the alternative forms, this is most likely true of Denjongka too.

4.6. Central approximants
Two central approximants occur in Denjongka: the palatal approximant /i/ and the
labio-velar approximant /v/. Both approximants appear word-initially, wordmedially and word-finally.29 The palatal approximant also occurs as the second
member of consonant clusters. The labio-velar approximant proved to be a rare
phoneme. Only one example of word-initial /v/ (from TB) was found in the whole
27

‘milk’, /q§n/ ‘to churn’
is short because length in /x/ and /N/ is hypothesised to be non-contrastive (see 5.3., p. 44).
29
Occurrences of [h] and [t] as the last members of word-final vowel clusters were interpreted as
/i/ and /v/ (see 3.2).
28

/nl/
/x/
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data. The words in 20) illustrate the occurrences of /v/ in the initial, medial and
final positions:

20)

/våsD/ [vås4D]

‘downhill’ (TB)
/Niå vå/ [ıå(vå] ‘hell’
/kå?v/ [kå?t] ‘lungs’

5. Suprasegmental Phonology
5.1. Syllable structure
Denjongka syllable patterns with examples are presented in Table 8 below.

Short vowel
/å-knN/ [>åk4ç(ˆ] ‘hook’
Open
/˚å?/ [˚å?*] ‘meat’
syllable
/jiå]/ [jiå*]] ’hair’
/N?m/ [>N?m] ‘left (vs right)’
Closed
/fdP/ [—fdo{] ’bag’
syllable
/fiåP/ [;fiå*o{] ‘upper back’
Long vowel
V:
/d?ˆ/ [>d?/ˆ]
Open
CV:
/˘hˆ/ [˘hˆ] ’four’
syllable
CGV:
/j&inˆ>/ [b&in,ˆ>] ’discuss’
V:C
/å#ˆl/ [gå,ˆl] ’fox’
Closed
CV:C
/fdˆP/ [—fdˆo{] ’king’
syllable
CGV:C /jit?ˆl/ [bi´?ˆl] ‘sour’
Table 8. Denjongka syllable patterns
V
CV
CGV
VC
CVC
CGVC

All consonants (see Table 6, p. 23) may function as an initial C. In the complex
onset (CG), the glide position (G) is filled by /i/. Surprisingly, there was also one
example of /q/ occurring as the second member of a complex onset (G) in the
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alternative pronunciation /oqh/ [oßh] for /ohˆ/ [ohˆ] ‘long grass’30. The possible
syllable final consonants are /P, K, q, k, l, m, M, >/, of which /k/ is very rare (see
4.5.).

5.2. Nasalisation
The vowels following or preceding nasals are nasalised to some degree. This
nasalisation is phonetic and is not ordinarily marked in the phonetic transcription
for too many diacritics above the same vowel make things unclear rather than
clear. This conditioned nasalisation does not affect the duration of the vowel.
In addition to conditioned nasalisation, there is also phonemic nasalisation
caused by the loss of the historical final nasals. This type of nasalisation is heard
more clearly, partly because these phonemic nasalised vowels are typically long.31
Although there are some words, such as /rN#m/ [rN(òˆ.rN#m] ‘to plant’ and /kå?M/
[kå?M.kå(èˆ]

‘ox’, in which the two varying pronunciations reveal the underlying

nasal, in most cases the place of articulation of the underlying nasal cannot be
deduced from aural cues. The nasal is then best represented by the archiphoneme
/N/

(see 4.4.), which neutralises the distinction between /m/ and /M/, e.g. /srå?N/

[s4r4åè(ˆ]

‘thorn’32.
Interpreting nasalised vowels as sequences of a short vowel and the nasal

archiphoneme saves the analyst from increasing the phonemic inventory with the

30

This word was not recorded on minidisc. Therefore it lacks pitch in the transcription.
In some cases, the nasalised vowel may be short (e.g. Z;c4å(>] ‘yesterday’) when pronounced in
isolation. In context, however, it is lengthened (e.g. Z;c4å(ˆ]).
32
The bilabial nasal /l/ seems to be more resistant to disappearing word-finally than /m/ and /M/.
Hence, /N/ neutralises only the difference between /m/ and /M/.
31
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nasalised vowels. All vowel phonemes (except perhaps for /D/) can be nasalised.
Examples in 21) show that nasalisation in Denjongka is contrastive.

21)

/srå>]/ [s4r4å]ˆ>.s4r4å]>]

‘rust’
/srå?N/ [s4r4åè(ˆ] ‘thorn’
/sGnˆ˚d>/ [sGçˆ˚d>] ‘to hear’
/sGnN˚d>/ [sGç(ˆ˚d>] ‘saw (past tense of ‘to see’)’

5.3. Length
Analysing vowel duration in Denjongka and the related languages is far from
straight-forward. Van Driem (1992:53), for instance, maintains that Dzongkha has
long and short vowels and adds that the difference between them is not only one
of duration but also of vowel quality. He comments, furthermore, that the
difference between what he calls short and long /d/ is “more often” in vowel
quality than in length.
Watters (1999:57), on the other hand, claims that what some have called a
long/short vowel distinction in Sherpa is actually a difference in vowel quality.
Based on an acoustic study, he further observes that the difference in duration
between the long vowels and short vowels is conditioned by syllable type and
register so that the vowel duration difference is greatest in high register closed
syllables and smallest in low register open syllables. In the low register, the
“short” and “long” vowels are sometimes almost overlapping in duration. Watters,
moreover, notes that the distinction between short and long vowels in Sherpa is
not consistently pronounced. He ends up suggesting that there is no need for the
category of length in the description of Sherpa vowels.
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Vowel duration in Denjongka conforms to Watters’s description of Sherpa
in that the duration of Denjongka vowels is not always consistently articulated.
Especially in words ending with a glottal stop, there is considerable variation in
vowel duration between the different pronunciations of the same word. The word
/srå]>/ [s4r4å]ˆ>.s4r4å]>]

‘rust’, for instance, was recorded in two separate sentences.

In one, the vowel is short, [s4r4å]>], but in the other, the vowel is long [s4r4å]ˆ>].
It was difficult to find word pairs in which the only contrastive feature
would have been vowel duration. Nevertheless, I managed to find some evidence
for phonemic vowel length in Denjongka. First, consider 22) below.

22)

’bag/backpack’
/fdˆP/ [—fdˆo{] ’king’
/fdP/ [—fdo{]

The words in 22), however, contrast not only in length but also in pitch.
The pitch in [—fdo{] ’bag/backpack’ is level while in [—fdˆo{] ’king’ it is rising.
Now look at 23).

23)

or /˚d]ˆ/ [˚H]ˆ] ‘to catch, understand, know’33
/˚h]/ [˚H]] ‘to die’
/˚h]ˆ/

The length opposition in 23) is retained in sentential context. Both words appear
in the high register and have a falling pitch. The third word pair that gives
evidence for phonemic length is presented in 24).

24)

/ft/ [—ft3]

‘nine’
‘to wait’

/ftˆ/ [—ftˆ]

33

Denjongka writing and the equivalent word in Dzongkha (van Driem 1992:58) are in favour of
interpreting the vowel phoneme as /d/.
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According to Hari (1979:38) and van Driem (1992:54), length is not
contrastive in the three vowels /D/, /x/ and /N/. Van Driem reports that these vowels
are always long in Dzongkha and Hari maintains that in Lhasa Tibetan their
phonetic realisation is contingent on the environment. In Denjongka, /x/ and /N/
tend to be long especially in open syllables (e.g. [>xˆ] ’village’, [s4N,ˆ] ‘nets’). In
closed syllables they are often short (e.g. [rx#m] ‘to burn’, [>Nm] ‘left’), but both
long and short /x/ and /N/ appear in both open and closed syllables. However, no
minimal contrasts between long and short /x/ or /N/ were found in the data. It is yet
too early to say anything conclusive about the duration of the questionable
phoneme /D/.
In the light of the above discussion and examples, one may call vowel
length in Denjongka an incipient contrastive feature, only marginally contrastive.
In this way, Denjongka lines up with Hari’s (1979:43) observation about Lhasa
Tibetan that vowel length is phonemic at the moment and is likely to gain more
significance in the future. At present, a more careful study on the effect of pitch,
voice quality and stress on vowel duration is needed.
There are no lengthened consonants in Denjongka, but at least one
phonetic geminate, [aa], occurs at word boundary when the final plosive of the
previous word assimilates to the voiced plosive in the next word, as shown in 25).

25)

/chˆ ytK ad>/
[chˆ yta
a a
adˆ>]

this body is
’This is a/the body’
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5.4. Phonation type and pitch
As noted by Anderson (1978:137), “tonal phenomena are closely related to other
aspects of laryngeal control, and particularly voice quality.” Denjongka and
Tibeto-Burman languages in general are prime examples of this interlinking of
pitch and voice quality. Tonogenesis in Central Tibetan (of which Denjongka is a
southern member) is attributed to the loss of word-initial voicing distinctions
(DeLancey 1992:447). The formerly voiced initial consonants developed into the
so-called devoiced consonants with their corollaries of low pitch and breathy
voice. We will now consider the phonations types (i.e. voice quality).
Phonation types in Denjongka can be placed in three categories:
breathy/lax, modal, and tense/creaky. The breathy/lax phonation corresponds
always to the low register and the tense/creaky phonation to the high register. In
breathy voice, the glottis is vibrating but also more open than in modal voice. This
causes a higher rate of airflow which can be heard as the characteristic
“murmuring” on the vowel.
In creaky voice, there is tension in the glottis and the vocal cords are
vibrating only partly. The airflow is reduced compared to the modal voice. Having
given these definitions, it must be noted that laryngeal settings form a continuum
from creaky to stiff to modal and from breathy to slack to modal voice (Ladefoged
& Maddieson 1997:47-66). Whereas creaky voice is strongly laryngealised, stiff
voice is only slightly laryngealised. Slack voice, on the other hand, has higher
airflow and more constriction than modal voice but lower airflow and less
constriction than breathy voice. Consequently, some words in Denjongka which
according to the three-fold division of phonation types would be called creaky or
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breathy may in actual phonetic terms be closer to stiff and slack voice
respectively.34
Words uttered with a modal voice appear in both registers. Voiced
consonants, for instance, belong to the low register but are usually followed by
modal voice.35 The devoiced consonants, on the other hand, also belong to the low
register but are followed by breathy voice. These observations are in line with
what happens in Dzongkha. According to Watters’s (2002:46) phonetic study,
which was based on measuring the difference in amplitude between the
fundamental frequency and the second harmonic (cf. Maddieson & Ladefoged
1985), the voice quality following the voiced stops in Dzongkha was not different
from that following voiceless stops.
At this stage, it is not yet clear when the phonation type in high register
words is tense/creaky and when modal. Although some high register words seem
to be consistently tenser than other words in the same register, I have also
observed that in Denjongka the different pronunciations of the same word may
vary quite considerably on the continuum from modal to tense voice. This would
suggest that the distinction between tense and modal high register words is
phonetic rather than phonemic. It is, however, reported (Glover, as cited in
Weidert 1987:261) that in the related languages Tamang, Gurung and Thakali, all
spoken in Nepal, high register words can further be divided into two categories,
fortis and lenis, both of which are pronounced with non-beathy voice.
34

Vesalainen and Vesalainen (1976:45), following Ladefoged (1971:21), distinguish nine degrees
of glottal stricture (i.e. nine phonation types) in their analysis of Lhomi, varying from the open
glottis of voiceless sounds to the glottal stop. Phonological “lax voice” was then reported to occur
on four phonetically different levels (breathy voice, murmur, lax voice, voice) and tense voice on
three levels (creaky voice, tense voice, voice). Thus, phonologically bipolar (tense vs. lax)
phonation formed a six-fold distinction on the phonetic level.
35
Some words, such as [∆aD,ˆo{] ‘frog’, are exceptions.
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Maddieson & Ladefoged’s (1985) study will be a useful starting point for
further investigation on the nature of phonation types. They studied the tense/lax
opposition in four minority languages of China and found out that two of the
languages (Hani and Yi) derived tense vowels from former closed syllables which
have dropped the final consonant. In these languages vowel duration was “a
prominent factor in the tense/lax difference” (Maddieson & Ladefoged 1985:449).
The other two of the languages (Jingpo and Wa) derived lax vowels as a result of
devoicing of the former voiced initials, and in these languages vowel duration was
not a prominent factor in the tense/lax distinction.
Denjongka has certainly evolved in the same way as Jingpo and Wa. The
so-called devoiced consonants, which are followed by breathy voice, have their
origin in the devoicing of formerly voiced initials. Moreover, similar type of
development to the one represented by Hani and Yi, where the loss of final
consonants has given rise to tense voice, has been reported in Dzongkha.
Mazaudon & Michailovsky (1988) have shown how the loss of final consonants
and syllables has affected Dzongkha tone contour. It would be an interesting line
of research to find out whether the tone type and the exceptionally tense voice in
some high register words in Denjongka can be traced back to the loss of certain
consonants or syllables (similarly to Hani and Yi).
If indeed Denjongka has evolved in both ways described above, it is easier
to understand why the analyst is drawn into two directions concerning vowel
duration: On the one hand, one is prone to considering vowel length as a phonetic
feature co-occurring together with certain pitch and phonation type phenomena
(as in Hani and Yi). On the other hand, one is forced to see vowel length as
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phonemically significant segmental feature, unrelated to the phonation type
distinction (as in Jingpo and Wa).
Yet another interesting line of investigation on voice quality would be to
find out whether there is variation in the phonetic implementation of the
phonation type differences between different speakers of Denjongka. Wayland &
Jongman (2003:181), for instance, found that in one dialect of Khmer the female
and male speakers had differing ways of realising the bipolar phonation type
difference in the language.

5.5. Pitch
Pitch in Denjongka is partly predictable on the basis of the initial consonants (e.g.
aspirated stops occur always in the high register). In those cases where the register
is not predictable from the initial consonant (which is the case, for instance, with
nasals), the contrast between the registers is formed by voice quality and pitch
(Watters 2002:23). Since pitch is interlinked with voice quality, it is difficult to
say which is primary. Furthermore, pitch and voice quality in some related
languages (e.g. Tamang, Gurung, Thakali) can be interlinked with yet other
phonetic phenomena such as length and intensity (Weidert 1987:265). D. Watters
(2002:36) concludes that in East Asian and Southeast Asian areal typology “tone
is best described as a composite of complex tonal features.”
However, if tone is defined as a distinctive pitch and pitch is predictable on
the basis of other phonetic phenomena, it is questionable whether a language is
truly tonal. Kjellin (1976), for instance, claims that there is no lexical tone in
Lhasa Tibetan. Nevertheless, if it can be shown that there are minimal tonal pairs
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inside either the high or the low register, it will prove that pitch assignment is not
always predictable on the basis of initial consonant or phonation type/register.
This, in turn, will provide evidence for calling the language in question a tone
language.
Mazaudon & Michailovsky (1988) show that there are register-internal
tonal oppositions in Dzongkha which correlate with old rhyme contrasts. Van
Driem (1992:100), on the other hand, does not take this phenomenon into
consideration in his description, because the register-internal tone contrast does
not appear in all dialects of Dzongkha, and even when the contrast appears, its
distribution is limited and it is not consistently pronounced by all speakers. It will
be shown below that there are some register-internal pitch contrast in Denjongka,
suggesting that the language may be justly called an incipient tone language. This
is also what Watters’s (2002:20) concludes in his article Sounds and tones of five
Tibetan languages about the languages studied: there is an “emergent tone
accompanied by phonational and length contrasts.”
Watter’s article proved to be particularly helpful for pitch analysis because
it provides a detailed description of pitch in five languages which are closely
related to Denjongka. Watters’s findings served as a point of comparison and also
shed light on what could be expected to be found.

5.5.1. Pitch in monosyllabic words
The three words /Må?/ [Må?/] ‘five’, /Må#/ [Må#,] ‘I’ and /Må]/ [Må]/] ‘drum’ illustrate the
three pitch patterns in Denjongka monosyllabic words. At the same time, these
words give evidence for a register-internal pitch contrast in the high register. Now
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look at Figure 3 below where the words are pronounced one after another. The
first rectangle depicts the sound wave and the second the pitch trace.

0.4171

0

-0.2679
11.92

15.4779
Time (s)

175

75
11.92

15.4779
Time (s)

[Må?/]

[Må#,]

[Må]/]36

Figure 3: The three pitch patterns in Denjongka monosyllables illustrated by /Må?/
[Må?/] ‘five’, /Må#/ [Må#,] ‘I’ and /Må]/ [Må]/] ‘drum’

The defining pitch patterns in Figure 3 occur during the vowel nucleus. The
falling pitch in the beginning of [Må?/] and [Må#,] and the rising pitch in the beginning
of [Må]/] occur during the pronunciation of the initial nasal and are irrelevant for the
present pitch analysis. The pitch in the high register words /Må?/ [Må?/] and /Må]/ [Må]/]
is high level and high falling respectively. The pitch in the low register word /Må#/
[Må#,]

36

is rising.

The word is marked for tense altough it is not tense here in the end of the stretch of speech.
When pronounced in isolation, however, /Må]/ is tense.
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The three words above show that there can be register-internal pitch
contrasts in the high register. Moreover, the breathy voice on the short vowel in
/Må#/ [Må#,]

‘I’ is not as easily discernable as on long vowels. This indicates that pitch

is also an important factor in distinguishing the high and low register words from
each other. Now I will continue with some more evidence for register-internal
pitch contrasts.
As already noted in 4.2.2. (see p. 33), WT final /f/ imposes a glottal stop
and a falling pitch on the syllable. It also often makes the vowel longer. This is
exemplified in the two word pairs in 26) below, where the historical phoneme /f/
is represented by the glottal stop in the phonemic transcription.

26)

/jGå? / [jGå?]

’mouth’

/jGå]>/ [jGå]>.jGå]ˆ>.jGå]ˆ]

’liquid’

/så?/ [s4å/?] ‘horse’
/så]>/ [s4å/]>.s4å]/ˆ>.s4å/]ˆ]

‘tiger’

Whereas the vowel in /jGå/ ‘mouth’ and /så/ ‘horse’ is almost always
pronounced as short, the vowel duration in /jGå]>/ ‘liquid’ and /så]>/ ‘tiger’ varies
between short and long. The glottal stop in these words, on the other hand, is
absent when the words are pronounced with a long vowel in a sentence. The initial
consonant of the following word seems to “swallow” the glottal. There is,
however, always a consistent opposition in pitch: /jGå?/ ‘mouth’ and /så?/ ‘horse’
have high level pitch, and /jGå]>/ ‘liquid’ and /så]>/ ‘tiger’ have a high falling
pitch.
Eliciting the words /så?/ ‘horse’ and /så]>/ ‘tiger’ in context proved to be
extremely useful because these words behaved differently in context than when
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pronounced in isolation. The pitch in /så?/ was falling and in /så]>/ basically level
when pronounced in isolation, but in context the pitch in /så?/ proved to be level
and in /så]>/ falling. Vowel duration was another changing factor. In isolation, the
words had a clear contrast in vowel duration. In context, however, the contrast in
vowel duration became blurred when the vowel in /så]>/ was occasionally realised
as a short one or the vowel in /så?/ as a long one. Therefore pitch became the main
contrastive feature. Figures 3 and 4 on the next page illustrate the pitch difference
of these two words in context. The upper rectangles, again, give the sound wave,
and the lower rectangles the pitch trace. Details of verb morhology have been
overlooked due to insuffient knowledge of the language.
The length of the pitch trace in in Figure 4 is deceiving in being much
longer in [s4å/?] ‘horse’ than in [s4å/]>] ‘tiger’. The audible duration is better seen in
the wave forms, which are quite similar. In Figure 4, the vowel is short in both
words. Strictly speaking, the opposition between the words is not only in pitch,
because [s4å/]>], unlike [s4å/?], involves a clear glottal stop.
In Figure 5, however, the vowel in /så]>/ ‘tiger’, and also surprisingly in
/så?/

‘horse’, is longer than in Figure 4, and the glottal stop from /så]>/ has been

dropped. Pitch appears to be the only contrastive feature between the words. Once
again, vowel duration is better seen in the wave form than in the pitch trace.
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[lhˆ fhd s4å/]> s4åˆ˘dmc4tˆ\
man -ERG tiger look
’The man is looking at the tiger.’

[lhˆ fhd

s4å?/ s4åˆ˘dmc4tˆ\

man - ERG horse look
‘The man is looking at the horse

Figure 4. Register-internal pitch opposition between [så/]>] ‘tiger’ and [så/?] ‘horse’.
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Figure 5. Register-internal pitch opposition between [s4å]/ˆ] ‘tiger’ and [s4å?/ˆ]
‘horse’.
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As seen in Figure 5, there is a register-internal level vs falling contrast in
the high register. In Dzongkha, Mazaudon and Michailovsky (1988:118) find the
level vs falling pitch opposition also in the low register and posit four tones for
Dzongkha: low level and low falling tones in the low register, and high level and
high falling tones in the high register.
Although the Denjongka data are similar to Dzongkha in the high register,
I have as yet no persuasive evidence for contrastive pitch in the low register.
When pronounced in isolation, the pitch in low register words is quite consistently
level, and when pronounced in sentential context, the pitch is quite consistently
rising.37 One word pair, however, came close to giving evidence for low register
pitch contrast. Consider 27) below.

27)

’bag/backpack’
/fdˆP/ [—fdˆo{] ’king’
/fdP/ [—fdo{]

The pitch in [—fdo{] is level whereas in [—fdˆo{] it is rising. The pitch type,
however, forms only part of the contrast, because the opposition is also in vowel
length.
In summary, the tonal analysis in this paper deviates from the traditional
four-tone system, which has been often used in describing Tibetan languages.38 In
the four-tone system, pitch is contrastive both in the high and low register,
whereas in the present analysis pitch has been established to contrast only in the
high register. However, in the light of the purported pitch contrasts in the related

37

The word /cyd>/ [;cyd>] ‘bullet’, however, was an exception to this rule in having a long vowel
and a level pitch in the same sentential environment where other low register words had a rising
pitch. This exceptional pitch pattern may be caused by the glottal stop, which gives rise to a falling
pitch in the high register and is rare in the low register.
38
For instance Vesalainen & Vesalainen (1976), Hari (1979), D. Watters (2002).
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languages, the possibility of low register pitch contrast is best left open for further
research.
Another pitch-related research topic for future concerns closed high
register monosyllables that have a falling pitch. Since the great majority of the
closed syllables in the high register have a level pitch, the occurrences of a falling
pitch in this environment call for a diachronic explanation. According to
Mazaudon & Michailovsky (1988:130), the falling pitch in Dzongkha closed
monosyllables has its origin in lost WT syllables. WT disyllabic words which
have been reduced to monosyllables in Dzongkha have a falling pitch, e.g. WT
/jå-aå/ >

Dzongkha /jå]t/ ‘pillar’ and WT /s˚Gåq-oå/ > Dzongkha /s˚å]ˆo/ ’rain’.

The development of pitch in Denjongka, however, differs from Dzongkha: the
pitch in the corresponding Denjongka words is level instead of falling, /jå?v/ [jå?t]
’pillar’ and /s˚Gå?ˆP/ [s˚Gå?ˆo{] ’rain’.

5.5.2. Pitch in disyllabic words
A reliable analysis of pitch/tone in disyllabic words requires some knowledge of
morphology because pitch in compounds and genuine disyllabic words may
behave differently. Sprigg (1990:34), moreover, shows that the tone of the verb
base in Lhasa Tibetan depends on the type of the following verbal particle.39 My
knowledge of Denjongka morhology does not qualify me for treating the pitch in
disyllabic words thoroughly. Therefore, I restrict myself to giving a preliminary

39

For instance, the pitch in shi ‘to die’ is high falling when followed by –song, as in shi-song ‘(he)
died’. On the other hand, when followed by –gi as in shi-gi-red ‘(he) will die’, the pitch in shi is
high level.
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table of pitch patterns in disyllabic words and making three small observations on
pitch in Denjongka disyllabic words.
Table 9 below, presents the results of a sketchy analysis of the syllable
patterns in disyllabic Denjongka nouns. In the table, L means level pitch and F
means falling pitch. The sequence FL, for instance, refers to a disyllabic word in
which the first syllable has a falling pitch and the second syllable a level pitch. If
this syllable occurs in the column with the heading “Equal syllable height”, it
means that the starting point of the falling pitch in the first syllable is roughly on
the same level as the level pitch on the second syllable. If, on the other hand, FL
occurs in the column with the heading “First syllable higher”, it means that the
starting point of the falling pitch in the first syllable is clearly higher than the level
pitch on the second syllable. It ought to be noted that Table 9 does not make any
difference between the high and low register and is only a sketch of relative pitch
levels between the syllables.

Equal syllable height
First syllable lower
LL
LL
FL
LF
FF
Table 9. Pitch patterns in Denjongka disyllabic nouns.

First syllable higher
LL
FL

Table 9 lists seven different syllable types. Future studies will show how
these types correlate with the high and low registers. At this time, I cannot say
anything conclusive about the domain for tone in Denjongka. I will now,
however, present what has been said about tone domains in the related languages
and make a couple of remarks in comparison to Denjongka.
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Watters (2002:32) claims to have found three tonal systems among the
five Tibetan languages he studied: two different word tone systems (Dolpo and
Mugom Tibetan, Sherpa) and a syllable based system that has not been described
before (Dzongkha, Lhomi). Watters’s (2002:40-44) examples of a syllable based
system come only from Lhomi, but the reader is left to assume that Dzongkha
behaves in an analogous way.
According to Watters, the pitch in the first syllable of disyllabic words in
Lhomi is determined by “heaviness”. In the high register, the “heavy” (i.e. long or
closed) first syllable is high level and the “light” first syllable is high falling. The
second syllable is always falling. In the low register, the “light” first syllable is
mid falling and the “heavy” syllable mid rising/level. The overall pitch level of
the word is set by the first syllable. On the basis of syllable pattern and incipient
pitch, Watters finds eight distinct syllable patterns in Lhomi disyllabic words.
The Denjongka word [s4h]Moç?] ‘heel’ illustrates two differences between
Denjongka and the above Lhomi description. First, unlike in Lhomi, the second
syllable in disyllabic words in Denjongka is not always falling but may be also
level. Second, the pitch in the first syllables differs from Lhomi in that the
“heavy” first syllable in the high register is can be also falling. It is, however,
worth noting that the pitch in the pronunciation of my main informant, RB,
differed from the other informants, whose pitch in the first syllable was level and
lower than with RB, [s4h#Moç?] ‘heel’.
The third observation (which is unrelated to Watters’s findings in Lhomi)
concerns pitch in compounds. When appearing alone in a sentence, the word
/srGn?l/ [s4r4Gç?l]

‘big wooden mortar’ (TB) is higher than the previous high
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register word /jGn?M/ [jGç?M.jGn(èˆ] ’he’. In contrast, when [s4r4Gçl] appears in an
identical sentence in the compound [s4r4GçloGitˆ] ‘wooden pestle’, the pitch on
[s4r4Gçl]

is lower than on the previous word [jGçM] ‘he’ and the following syllable

[oGitˆ]

is extra high. The pitch traces from the two sentences are presented in

Figure 6 below.
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‘Yesterday he saw a mortar.’

‘Yesterday he saw a pestle.’

Figure 6. The pitch traces of [s4r4Gçl] ‘mortar‘ alone and in a compound.

5.6. Stress
Stress, defined as prominence due to intensity, vowel duration, vowel quality and
pitch, seems to be a non-significant category in Denjongka words. It is difficult to
find consistent stress patterns in multisyllabic words. When one syllable in a
disyllabic word has more intensity, a longer vowel and a higher pitch than the
other syllable, it is easy to conclude that this syllable is stressed. These features,
however, occur sometimes with conflicting values (e.g. more intensity on the
syllable with lower pitch), and then it is difficult to decide which syllable is
stressed. Moreover, sometimes stress seemed to differ between different
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pronunciations of the same word. The preliminary analysis here is in line with
Hoehlig & Hari’s (1976:49) observation about Kagate stress, which “is of minor
significance”, and with Vesalainen & Vesalainen’s (1976:57) conclusion that
there are “no fully consistent stress patterns in Lhomi.”

6. Conclusion
This section summarises the main results of the analysis of Denjongka phonology
and points out which topics need more investigation. Eight vowel phonemes were
found to be contrastive (3.1.). However, the relationhip between the front
unrounded vowels and especially the phonemic status of /D/ need more
investigation. Among the back vowels, the allophonic variation of /n/ calls for
further research. Vowel length (5.3.) and nasalisation (5.2) were found to be
phonemic. Breathiness was interpreted as a suprasegmental feature involved in
complex tonal phenomena (5.4.). Vowel assimilation processes (3.3.) need more
research
Denjongka has a rich inventory of initial consonant phonemes. There is a
four-fold voicing/aspiration distinction among the plosives and affricates
(voiceless unaspirated, voiceless aspirated, voiced and devoiced). It was shown
that there is a difference in VOT between the voiceless unaspirated, voiceless
aspirated and the slightly aspirated devoiced plosives (4.2.1.). The distribution and
phonemic status of word-medial stops need further investigation (4.2.2.).
Denjongka words can be divided into the high and low registers (5.4.).
Three phonetic voice qualities were observed: lax/breathy, modal and
tense/creaky. Lax/breathy voice occur only in the low register and tense/creaky in
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the high register. Modal voice appears in both registers. Future studies should aim
to find out whether there are phonemic voice quality differences (tense vs modal)
inside the high register.
Pitch in Denjongka is one factor in the complex tonal phenomena
involving also phonation type and possibly length and vowel quality (5.5.). Pitch
is largely predictable on the basis of the initial consonant and voice quality. In
some cases, however, there are register-internal pitch contrasts where pitch is not
predictable from the initial consonant and voice quality. In these instances, pitch
is the only contrastive feature, and consequently Denjongka can be called an
incipient tone language. A question related to pitch that needs to be answered by
future studies is whether the register-internal level vs falling pitch difference in
the high register is somehow conditioned and can so be predicted (5.5.1.).
Moreover, pitch assignment in disyllabic words is complex and ought to be
covered by further research (5.5.2.).
Lastly, the comparative word list of Denjongka dialects in Appendix 2
shows that there are significant lexical differences between the dialects. Future
studies ought to aim at systematising these differences.
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Appendix 1: Maps of India and Sikkim
The geographical location of Denjongka speakers is marked with an ellipse.

Location of Denjongka
speakers

Map 1: India
Source: http://www.lib.utexas.edu/maps/middle_east_and_asia/india_pol01.jpg (29 Jul 2005)
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Map 2 below, locates the language informants’ home villages in Sikkim (with
black squares).

RGL

TB

KB
RB

Map 2: Sikkim
Source: http://www.lib.utexas.edu/maps/middle_east_and_asia/sikkim.jpg (29 Jul 2005)
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Map 3 below presents a detailed map of the relevant areas of Sikkim. The
language informants’ home villages are circled.

Map 3: Sikkim in detail
Source: Extracted from A Road Guide to Sikkim. 2003. Chennai: TTK Healthcare
Limited Printing Division.
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Appendix 2: Comparative wordlist of Denjongka dialects
In Table A below, I gathered miscellaneous words that differed in pronunciation
between the language informants. Table B identifies the codes with the help of
which one can find the words on the accompanying CD.
RB

TB

1

>xˆjt

>xˆjt>

2

ytj{.yt>

cyt>

3

oGtloç.
oGtMoç

otMoç.
otloç

otMjçˆ

4

;cyHlt

cytlt

cytlt

5

oiP,Mfn>

oiP,Mfn>

o&iP,Mjå

6
7
8

lhfc4n>
—fç(ˆc4n>
QHs4n>

lhˆc4n>
;fn(ˆc4n>
Qhs4n>

9

>Nˆo{

>d/ˆo{

10

>Nm

>dlˆç

11
12
13
14
15
16
17

ı7ç(T(
˚dˆo{
jçs4Gçt
QH=˘Iç(=
c˘tjlå>
¸&ç,ˆoå
QhMjiål

˚hˆo{
jçs4Gdt
Qçc˘tˆ
c˘tlå>
¸&ç,ˆoå,=
QhMjiål

lHˆmt>
—fnˆmt>
Qns4t>
>Nˆln.
>dˆln
>dvå.
>Nvå
mçkH>
˚hoç
j&ç,s4Hnˆ
Qtyt
c4y4tln>
MçˆQt
ßhmjt

18

iåMiåˆ

iå(ˆiÀ(ˆ

iç(ˆiç(ˆ

iç(ˆ¸å

19
20

s4n,vå
s4r4å(ˆ
o&n,ˆfiå>.o
&n,ˆ¡iå>
rdQon
gnˆkDˆ
o&iP,ˆon

s4t,ˆAå
srå(ˆ

s4n,jå>
s4r4dln>

o&n,ˆfiå0>
rdˆo{

21
22
23
24

oD,ˆot3

RGL
ixˆft.
ixˆ¡t
;cyt>.
yt>

KB

Gloss

hˆjt

Chin

ytˆ>

Body

otloçG

Shoulder

ytltˆ.
cytltˆ
ihMjGå.
c4hMjGå
lHˆc4t>
fçˆc4t>
Qhs4t>

Finger
Chest
Eye
Egg
Bone

>dˆoç

Right

>dlˆç

Left

m7ç(t

s4t,vå
s4r4ç(ˆ

Snot
Urine
Ashes
Horns
Tail
Morning
Long
Light (of
weight)
Smoke
Thorn

fåot

o&n,fiåˆ

Husband

rHˆot3
gnˆkç
oGiP,ˆot3

rHˆot
gtsdˆ

Yellow
Below
Feather

jç,s4Gdnt
Qçc˘tˆ
Ïitlå>
QhMjt

Table A. Comparative word list of Denjongka dialects.
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Table B below contains the codes for the words in the comparative word list.
See Appendix 3 for instructions on how to find the right word and listen to it on
the accompanying CD.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

RB
RBw118
RBw1
RBw6
RBw9
RBw12
RBw40
RBw217
RBw59
RBw(2)13
RBw(2)14
RBw68
RBw74
RBw187
RBw221
RBw222
RBw247
RBw(2)8

TB
TBw(3)174
TBw1
TBw(3)157
TBw17
TBw12
TBw6
TBw91
TBw21
TBw141
TBw142

KB
KBw34
KBw1
KBw5
KBw9
KBw11
KBw39
KBw175
KBw58
KBw213
KBw214
KBw67

TBw24
TBw63
TBw94
TBw95
TBw120
TBw134

RGL
RGLw27
RGLw1
RGLw5
RGLw8
RGLw10
RGLw30
RGLw118
RGLw45
RGLw165
RGLw166
RGLw54
RGLw55
RGLw90
RGLw121
RGLw122
RGLw147
RGLw161

18

RBw(2)26

TBw149

RGLw172

KBw220

19
RBw186
TBw62
RGLw89
20
RBw196
TBw69
RGLw97
21
RBw244
TBw116
RGLw140
22
RBw81
TBw157
RGLw179
23 RBw(2)29
RGLw174
24 RBw(3)153
TBw(2)4
RGLw(2)15
Table B. Codes for the words in Table A.

KBw138
KBw179
KBw180
KBw208

KBw137
KBw151
KBw194
KBw74
KBw223

Gloss
Chin
Body
Shoulder
Finger
Chest
Eye
Egg
Bone
Right
left
snot
urine
ashes
horns
tail
morning
long
light (of
weight)
smoke
thorn
husband
yellow
below
feather
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Appendix 3: Listening to the examples on the accompanying CD
All recorded Denjongka data are included on the CD accompanying this paper.
Below is a list of example words and sentences used in this paper. Each example
is followed by a code number by which the listener can find the example on the
CD.
The CD also includes the Praat-program, with the help of which the
examples can be heard. Start by clicking the Praat-icon to start the program. Then
click “Read” in the “Praat objects” window and “Read from file” to browse the
contents of the CD to find the right example. Data files from each of the
informants are given in a separate directory. Files under each directory contain all
data from that informant in the order of recording. Below are two examples of file
names.
TBw21-40
RBwc(2)248-254
File names are codes which are arranged in the following way: The first two
(capital) letters are the initials of the informant in question. The next abbreviation
is either “w” for word or “wc” for word in context, “w” meaning that the files
contain words pronounced in isolation and “wc” meaning that the files contain
sentences. The number in brackets refers to the number of minidisc and notebook.
The first minidisc is always uncoded for number, as in TBw21-40. The last
numbers in the code with a hyphen in between refer to the words or sentences in
the file. RBwc(2)248-254, for intance means that the file is recorded from
Rabden Bhutia. The file contains sentences 248-254 from the second minidisc
with recorded sentences.
When the right file is chosen, it appears in the “Praat objects” window.
Then click “Edit” to see all the words on the file in wave form. Words in isolation
were pronounced three times and sentences two times. As seen in the picture
below, the three pronunciations of a word form a bundle of three increases in the
amplitude of the wave form. Then, knowing the number of the first and last word,
one has to count to find the right word.
Due to difficulties recording from the minidisc on the computer, the first
word on the file did not record properly but was bent in wave form. The word
with a bent wave form is not counted except when it is the first word on a
minidisc. The picture below is extracted from the beginning of the file containing
examples number 161-174. The word with a bent vawe form is not counted. Its
number is 160.
1

0
-0.2308
1.6405

11.2333
Time (s)
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When the desired word has been located, it needs to be “painted” with the mouse.
When the word/sentence has been painted, it appears inside pink boundary lines.
Now the word can be listened to by clicking the small rectangle above the
uppermost part of the pink boundary line.
The examples used in this paper are presented below in the order of appearance.
Example
/srGç?l/ [s4r4Gç?l] ‘big wooden mortar’ (TB)
/ch/ [;c4H] ‘this’
/cd/ [;Ád] ’ghost, demon’
/cx>/ [;c4x>] ‘demon’
/cN>/ [;c4N>] ‘to sit’
/cå/ [;c4å] ‘arrow’
/Átj/ [;Átj] ‘thunder, dragon’
/cn/ [;cÅ] ‘stone’
[jh]/ˆ] ‘circle with a rope’
[jd?ˆ] ‘to deliver’
[jx?ˆ] ‘to drive’
[jN?ˆ] ‘to boil’
[j&å,ˆ>] ‘mountain’
[—ftˆ] ‘to wait’
[jn?ˆ] ’to throw’
/c˘h/ [;c˘h] ‘to change’
/c˘d/ [;c˘H>] ‘to forget’
/c˘Dlot/ [;c˘dlot] ‘wet’
/cyd>/ [;c4y4H>] ‘leprosy’
/cyD>/ [;c44y4d>] ‘bullet’
[;cyhˆ˚d] ‘to change’ (TB)
[jh]/ˆ] ‘circle with a rope’
[jd?2ˆ]/ [jH?ˆ] ‘to deliver’
[jd]/>]/[jd]/ˆ]40 ‘a cry’
[∆aD,ˆo{]41 ‘frog’
[—fdˆo{] ‘king’
[od,l] ‘sand’
[oD,ˆl] ‘sand’
40

Code in Praat
TBw35
RBw107
RBw(3)199
RBw(4)50
RBw(2)230
RBw134
RBw179
RBw145
RBw(3)38
RBw(3)13
RBw(4)140
RBw(2)239
RBw(2)140
RBw(3)218
RBw(3)5
RBw(3)197
RBw(3)61
RBw(2)4
RBw(4)72
RBw(2)216
TBw(2)163
RBw(3)38
RBw(3)13
RBw(3)58
RBw(2)88
RBw(3)143
RBw183
TBw60

Page number
2
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
15
15
15
15
15
15
16
16
16
16
16
17
17

[jd]>] when recorded in isolation, [jd]ˆ] when recorded in context
Normally voiced plosives are followed by modal voice (cf. 5.4.), but for some reason [∆aD,ˆo{]
is followed breathy voice. The difference in voice quality between [—fdˆo{] and [∆aD,ˆo{] can
be seen in the spectrogram.
41
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[oGh,l.o&hÕl] ‘sand’
[oid,l] ‘sand’
[˚N#•ˆl] ‘cockroach’
/˚å?/ [˚å?*] ‘meat’
/fiåQn/ [—fiPQn>] ‘beard, moustache’
/atˆmå/ [∆atˆmÀ=] ‘middle, in the middle’
/åjåq/ [åj™ß] ‘chilli’
/s˚åN˚åq/ [s˚å(˚™ß¢] ‘northeast’
/aht/ [∆ah´] ’snake’
/jGit]/ [bGi´]] ’to wash, to bathe’
/kn?>/ [kn?>] ‘lightning’
/kç/ [k4ç#] ‘year’
/n?l/ [>Ål] ‘milk, nipple’
/kt?/ [kt?3] ‘song’
/ahv/ [∆ah´] ’snake’
/kå?v/ [kå?t] ‘lungs’
/sGç?v/ [sGç?t] ‘dirt, dust’
/s4Gd?v/ [s4Gd?t] ’dirt, dust’ (TB)
/å?i/ [>å?h] ’older sister’ (RGL)
/fåaåi/ [fåaåi] ‘testimony’ (TB)
[jtis˚å>] ‘you pl.’
/ah.tˆ/ [ahtˆ] (KB)
/j&ç.to/ [jç,to{] ‘convex’
/sGNm˚d>/ [sGNm˚d>] ‘to go out, take out’
/sNm/ [sNm] ‘to take out’
Sentence in 6a)
Sentence in 6b)
/jGh?/ [jGh?] ‘dog’
/˚t]/ [˚t]], /˚t˚d>/ [˚x˚d>] ‘peal’
/jt˚t/ [jt˚t] ‘apple’
[sGt3] ‘to take, pick’
Sentence in 7)
/oå?q/ [oå?q] ‘camera’
/oGå?l/ [oGå?l] ‘parents’
/aåq/ [∆aå,q] ‘pineapple’
/o&å/ [oå,] ‘cow’
/sn?/ [s4Å?] ’food’
/sGn?/ [s4Gç?2ˆ] ’hammer’

RGLw87
KBw136
RBw(2)85
RBw139
RBw37
RBw(3)227
RBw207
RBw(2)189
RBw224
RBw(2)241
RBw178
RBw150
RBw220
RBw136
RBw224
RBw53
RBw190
TBw65
RGLw138
TBw(3)51
RBw105
KBw145
RBw(2)120
RBw(3)188
RBw(3)193
RBwc(2)112
RBwc(2)113
RBw164
RBw(2)237
RBw(2)112
RBw(3)192
RBwc(2)122
RBw(4)25
RBw(2)66
RBw(2)115
RBw218
RBw144
RBw162

17
17
17
17
17
18
18
18
18
18
19
19
19
19
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
21
21
21
21
21
22
22
22
22
22
22
28
28
28
28
28
28
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/cn/ [;c4Å] ’stone’
/s&n/ [s4&ç,ˆ>] ’load’
/¸åj¸å/ [¸åj{¸å/>] ‘hard’
/¸Gn?l/ [¸Gç?l] ‘market’
/¸&nl/ [¸n,ˆl] ‘friend (female)’
/jd?ˆ/ [jd?ˆ] ‘to deliver’
/jGd?ˆ/ [jGd?ˆ] ‘payment, tax’
/fdˆ/ [—fdˆ] ‘to cross, to win’
/j&dˆ/ [j&d,ˆ] ‘to divorce’
/ft/ [—ft3] ‘nine’
/jGå?o/ [jGåo{] ‘needle’
/j&åq/ [j&å,ß] ‘what?’
/jå]>/ [jå/>] ‘who?’
/jGh?/ [jGH?] ’dog’
/j&h/ [j&H,] ‘knife’
[jh]ˆ] ‘to circle with a rope’
/j&tm/ [j&t3m] ’roof’
/måjn/ [måjn] ‘black’
/m7åft>/ [m7åft>] ‘nose’
/Bålat/ [˚ålat3] ‘hat’
/cdloç/ [c4Dloç] ’cheek’
/c˘åMjtˆ/ Z;c˘åMjtˆ.;c˘åMftˆ] ‘green’
/o&çNat/ [oç,(ˆAt3] ‘donkey’
/jGdch/ [jGdc4h.jGdCh] ‘kidney’
/s˚Ghfdˆ/ [s˚Gh¡dˆ] ‘foreign’
/stjoGxl/ [s4tj{oGxl] ‘thick (of books)’
/s&åˆoGåˆ/ [s4å,ˆµåˆ.s4å,ˆeåˆ] ‘to flutter (of
a prayer-flag)’
/ÁtoGt>/ [;Átet>] ‘cave’
/sGåˆsGå>/ [sGåˆSå>] ‘back of the neck’
(KB)
/råjGåN/ [rå,jGå(ˆ.rå,wåˆ] ‘restaurant’
/ctjGtN/ [c4tjGt(ˆ.c4twt(ˆ] ’tree’ (RGL)
/srGåoGit/ [s4r4GåoGi´] ‘grandson’
/˚hM/ [˚hM] ‘tree’ (TB)
/˚hMcnN/ [˚hMc4ç(ˆ>] ‘tree’
/Átj/ [;ÁtjG] ‘dragon, thunder
/s˚h?K/ [s˚h?j{.s˚h]ˆ>] ‘one’

RBw145
RBw(4)68
RBw(2)130
RBw(2)183
RBw(2)62
RBw(3)13
RBw(4)71
RBw(3)6
RBw(4)151
RBw90
RBw167
RBw122
RBw126
RBw164
RBw163
RBw(3)38
RBw156
RBw78
RBw42
RBw(4)12
RBw34
RBw80
RBw(2)87
RBw56
RBw(4)87
RBw(2)129

28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
30
30
30
30
30
30
31
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
33

RBw(3)97

33

RBw(3)231

33

KBw4

33

RBw(2)182
RGLw94
RBw(2)77
TBw66
RBw193
RBw(3)129
RBw82

33
33
33
33
33
33
34
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/s˚å]K/ [s˚å]>.s˚å]j{] ‘to break’
/s˚Gå]>/ [s˚Gå]>] ’hand (honour.)’
/s˚&å/ [s˚å,] ‘tea’
/c˘ål/ [;c˘åˆl] ‘squirrel’
/srå]/ [s4r4å]] ‘pasture, football ground’
/srGå?/ [s4r4Gå?] ‘salt’
/cyç/ [;c4y4ç,] ‘cross between a yak and a cow’
/rå]/ [r4å]] ‘mud’
/yn/ [yçG] ’to make
/˚å]/ [˚å]] ‘meat’
/˘å/ [˘å,] ’rainbow’
/yç˚d/ [yç˚d>] ‘to make, repair’
/cyç˚d/ [cyçˆ˚d>] ‘to finish’
/gåo/ [gåo{] ‘to bark’
/d?o/ or /N?o/ [>d3o{]/[>N3o{] ‘to push (e.g. with
one’s body)’
/å#l/ [gå,=l] ’fox’
/lå?/ [lå?] ‘wound’
/må#/ [m4å#] ‘here’
/Må#. [Må#] ’I’
/Niå#/ [ıiå#.ıå#] ‘fish’
/linMBd/ [liçMBd>] ’to finish (a meeting)’
/o&iå/ [o&iå,] ‘chicken’
/jitBd/ [bi´0=Bd>] ‘to vomit’
/rN#m/ [rN(ˆ]/[rN#m] ‘plant’
/k7ç(/ [k7ç(ˆ] ‘money gathering’
/kç?(/ [k4ç?(ˆ] ‘to search’
/q§å?l/ [ß§å?l] ‘to destroy’
/qå#/ [ßå#.Qå#] ’goat’
Sentence containing /nl q§n/ [çloGßç]
/Mt?k/ [Mt?k5] or /ıx(ˆ/ [ıx(ˆ] ‘money, silver’
/mdˆsrtk/[mdˆs4r4tk5] or /mdˆsrxˆ/
[m4dˆsrxˆ] ’message’
/våsD/ [vås4D] ‘downhill’ (TB)
/Niå vå/ [ıå(vå] ‘hell’
/kå?v/ [kå?t] ‘lungs’
/ohˆ/ [ohˆ] or /oqh/ [oßh] ‘long grass’
/t]>/ [>t]>] ‘breath’

RBw(2)35
RBw50
RBw130
RBw(4)58
RBw(2)169
RBw(2)165
RBw(3)139
RBw138
RBw(3)18
RBw139
RBw180
RBw(4)133
RBw(4)134
RBw(3)106

35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
36
36
37

RBw(3)28

37

RBw(3)165
RBw(3)127
RBw109
RBw99
RBw215
RBw(4)135
RBw216
RBw(3)101
RBw(3)21
RBw(4)77
RBw(4)76
RBw(3)178
RBw223
RBwc(2)206
RBw(3)154

37
38
38
38
38
39
39
39
39
40
40
40
40
40
41

RBw135

41

TBw(2)78
RBw(4)51
RBw53
RBw(4)185
RBw62

41
41
41
42
42
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/˚å?/ [˚å?*] ‘meat’
/jiå]/ [jiå*]] ’hair’
/N?m/ [>N?m] ‘left (vs right)’
/fdo/ [—fdo{] ’bag/backpack’
/fiåo/ [;fiå*o{] ‘upper back’
/d?ˆ/ [>d?/ˆ] ‘yawn’
/˘hˆ/ [˘hˆ] ’four’
/j&inˆ/ [j&in,ˆ>] ’discuss’
/N?ˆo/ [>N?ˆo{] ‘right (vs left.)’
/fdˆo/ [—fdˆo{] ’king’
/jit?ˆl/ [bi´?ˆl] ‘sour’
/rNm/ [rN(ˆ]/[rNm] ‘to plant’
/kåM/ [kåM]/[kå(ˆ] ‘ox’
/srå?N/ [s4r4å?(ˆ] ‘thorn’
/srå>]/ [s4r4å]ˆ>]/[s4r4å]>] ‘rust’
/sGçˆ˚d>/ [sGçˆ˚d>] ‘to hear’
/sGçN˚d>/ [sGç(ˆ˚d>] ‘saw (past tense of ‘to
see’)’
Z;c4å(>]/[;c4å(ˆ] ‘yesterday
/srå>]/ [s4r4å]ˆ>]/[s4r4å]>] ‘rust’
/fdo/ [—fdo{] ’bag/backpack’
/fdˆo/ [—fdˆo{] ’king’
/˚h]ˆ/ or /˚d]ˆ/ [˚H]ˆ] ‘to catch, understand,
know’
/˚h]/ [˚H]] ‘to die’
/ft/ [—ft3] ‘nine’
/ftˆ/ [—ftˆ] ‘to wait’
[>xˆ] ’village’
[s4N,ˆ] ‘nets’
[rx#m] ‘to burn’
[>Nm] ‘left’
Sentence in 25)
[∆aD,ˆo{] ‘frog’
/Må?/ [Må?/] ‘five’
/Må#/ [Må#,] ‘I’
/Må]/ [Må]/] ‘drum’
Words in figure 4
/jGå? / [jGå?] ’mouth’
/jGå]>/ [jGå]>.jGå]ˆ] ’liquid’

RBw139
RBw36
RBw(2)14
RBw(2)207
RBw27
RBw(2)247
RBw85
RBw(3)51
RBw(2)13
RBw(3)143
RBw(2)166
RBw(3)21
RBw(2)101
RBw196
RBw(3)137
RBw141

42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
43
43
43
43
43

RBw142

43

RBw118
RBw(3)137
RBw(2)207
RBw(3)143

43
44
45
45

RBw(3)119

45

RBw(3)84
RBw90
RBw(3)218
RBw154
RBw(2)218
RBw(2)46
RBw(2)14
RBwc1
RBw(2)88
RBw86
RBw99
RBw137
RBwc98
RBw43
RBw(4)95

45
45
45
45
45
46
46
46
48
51
51
51
52
53
53
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/så?/ [s4å/?] ‘horse’
/så]>/ [s4å/]>.s4å/]ˆ] ‘tiger’
Sentences in Figure 4
Sentences in Figure 5
/fdo/ [—fdo{] ’bag/backpack’
/fdˆo/ [—fdˆo{] ’king’
/cyd>/ [;cyd>] ‘bullet’
/jå?v/ [jå?t] ’pillar’
/s˚Gå?ˆo/ [s˚Gå?ˆo{] ’rain’
[s4h]Moç?] ‘heel’
/srGn?l/ [s4r4Gç?l] ‘big wooden mortar’ (TB)
/jGn?M/ [jGç?M]/[jGn(ˆ] ’he’ (TB)
[s4r4GçloGitˆ] ‘wooden pestle’ (TB)
Sentences in Figure 5 (TB)

RBw243
RBw(3)138
RBwc119-120
RBwc158-159
RBw(2)207
RBw(3)143
RBw(2)216
RBw(2)196
RBw175
RBw23
TBw35
TBw219
TBw36
TBwc30-31

53
53
54
55
56
56
56
57
57
59
59
59
59
60

